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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes one method for constructing and calibrating 

an optical element that can be used to simulate small amounts of turbu

lence in an optical System. This element, called a phase perturbation 

plate, is a random phase element and is constructed on a photoresist- 

coated substrate.

An application of phase perturbation plates to the area of wave- 

front compensation by an adaptive optic is considered. Adaptive optic 

devices are designed to compensate for optical wavefront degradations 

caused by a turbulent medium. For various reasons perfect compensation 

is not expected, and a second stage of compensation may be needed in 

order to achieve optimum imagery. It would be desirable to evaluate this 

"post-processing" stage independently of the primary compensating element. 

With this in mind, the phase perturbation plates are designed to intro

duce into a test system known amounts of the characteristic type of wave- 

front degradation expected to be passed by the primary element.

The phase perturbation plate is first introduced in its relation 

to existing random optical elements. Calculations are then performed pre

dicting the needed surface characteristics of the phase perturbation 

plates for one type of compensator inadequacy, A detailed procedure for 

the construction and calibration of the plates is then presented. Fin

ally, the performance of various plates in a diffraction-limited optical 

system is shown. Measurements are taken, and results are compared with 

theory.

x



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the purpose of this work is presented. Next, 

the phase perturbation plates to be constructed are described in terms 

of existing optical elements so that their place as an optical compo

nent can be defined. Finally, an outline of the procedure used to 

construct and calibrate the plates is presented.

Role of the Phase Perturbation Plate

For as long as there have been earth-based telescopes there 

has been an atmosphere to degrade their imagery. This atmospheric 

distortion limits the resolving power of telescopes for apertures 

greater than about 10 cm. To improve the image quality of an optical 

system that must image through atmospheric turbulence, adaptive optics 

systems have been proposed and/or employed (Hardy, Feinleib, and Wyant, 

1974; Muller and Buffington, 1974; Pearson, 1976). These systems pro

vide real-time correction of an atmospherically degraded wavefront by 

sensing the amount of wavefront perturbation and then manipulating an 

optical element to compensate for it.

It has been pointed out (Wyant, 1975; Hudgin, 1975; Korff,

1975) that for a variety of reasons adaptive optics systems will never 

completely compensate for the wavefront perturbation. This then leads 

us to consider the possibility of a tandem processing system: a primary

1



processor to compensate: for most of the perturbation and a post-processor 

to compensate for the residual errors.

If one constructed a post-processing system it would be desir

able to evaluate it independently of the primary processor. In order 

to do this a means must exist of simulating as closely as possible the 

actual wavefront containing residual errors that is passed by the primary 

processor.

The phase perturbation plates described here are designed to 

satisfy this need. When properly constructed and calibrated, these 

plates introduce a known amount of wavefront perturbation into a system 

so that operation and evaluation of a post-processing system can be 

performed.

Phase Perturbation Plates as Phase Elements

In the most general terms, a phase perturbation plate is simply 

a phase element for an optical system. A phase element can be conven

iently described as an optical element that changes only the phase of 

an incident wavefront. Ideally, the element does not attenuate the 

amplitude of the incident beam, although in practice this may not 

always be the case.

A phase element causes a phase change in the wavefront by varia

tions of index, height variations, or both. In most cases one or the 

other is dominant depending on the choice of material used for the 

element. For example, if a plate is made from bleached photographic 

emulsion, depending on the bleaching process used, either the index 

variations (Scott, Polster, and Pastor, 1969) or the surface relief



(Lamberts, 1970; Altman, 1966) can be the major cause of phase changes.
In the case of photoresist, however, it is the surface variations that 

play the major role.

For the purpose of organization, one may divide phase elements 

into two categories; deterministic or random. Examples of deterministic 

elements are optically flat, homogeneous glass; corrector elements; 

lenses; -and various types of phase gratings (linear, and crossed gratings, 

on- and off-axis %one plates). Phase holograms could also be put into l 

this category. Some existing examples of random elements are scatter- 

plates, weak diffusers (Lahart, 1975), and simple ground glass for dif

fusers or imaging screens.

Random phase elements are characterized quite differently from 

deterministic elements. For example, a linear phase grating is effec

tively described by three parameters: its period, profile shape, and 

,peak-to-peak phase fluctuation. For random phase plates with station

ary statistics one needs to know two parameters: the roughness distri

bution characterized by the phase variance og, and the surface auto

covariance function p, characterized by a correlation length 2 ,̂.
Figure 1.1 shows how phase perturbation plates compare with

existing random phase elements. This graph is a mapping for phase

elements of a random surface profile with stationary statistics. Along

the abscissa is plotted .05/A, the square root of the surface variance
2divided by the wavelength. "This Is related to the phase variance og 

of the element by
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Along the ordinate is plotted &SA  , the "effective cutoff" of 

the surface autocovariance function divided by wavelength. &s is 

defined here as the separation distance where the autocovariance func

tion drops to approximately 1/10 of its maximum value.
In Fig. 1.1 the location of the phase perturbation plates is 

shown relative to scatterplates, weak diffusers, and ground glass.

The weak diffusers are assumed to have a normal surface distribution, 

and would be used in coherent systems with F-numbers between f/4 and 

f/20. The ground glass area approximately locates glass that has been 

ground with a final grit of greater than 3 am. The details of how the 

locations of these and the other random phase elements were determined 

are found in Appendix A.

It can be seen from the graph that although the rms surface 

roughness of the phase perturbation plates is similar to that of the 

other elements, their correlation lengths are much larger. The actual 

values of as and Zs for a phase perturbation plate are determined by 

the amount of turbulence one wants to simulate and the aperture size 

of the system in which it will be used. These are design parameters 

and they will be detemined in Chapter 2.

Out line of Experimental Procedure

Figure 1.2 is a flow chart that gives a general outline to the 

experimental procedure used to construct and calibrate the phase per

turbation plates. It serves two purposes: (1) it is an introduction 

to the major portion of this work, and (2) it can be useful as a refer
ence during the reading of Chapters 3 and 4.
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As the chart indicates, one begins by first obtaining the 

photoresist and a substrate to be coated. For initial runs this sub

strate should be a small sample of the larger substrate to be ulti

mately coated. Next, a density mask with the desired variations on 

it is made in photographic emulsion. Then the resist is mixed to the 

proper viscosity and the substrate is coated by the dip method.

For the exposure the mask is placed in contact with the resist, 

and the two are presented to a bright light source. After processing, 

the plate is recoated and (if desired) exposed again. The plate is 

then examined for peak-to-peak surface variation in a Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer. An interferogram can be made and analyzed in detail 

at this point, but this is very time consuming and usually a visual 

estimate of the variations will indicate whether the results are satis

factory or not.

If the variations are not satisfactory, then one must vary one 

of the several controlling parameters (to be described later) and 

repeat with a new substrate. If the results are good, however, then 

a large mask with random density variations is prepared. All the 

above steps are repeated in the same manner. When the plate is finally 

constructed, an interferogram is made, digitized, and the statistics 

are determined by computer. If they are satisfactory then the plate 

is passed on to final assembly.

In Chapters 3 and 4 the details of the above steps will be 

presented, and in Chapter 5 the performance of the phase perturbation 

plates will be examined. In the next chapter some necessary background 

material is developed. ' '



CHAPTER 2

THE SIMULATION OF PARTIALLY COMPENSATED 
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

The phase perturbation plates will be used to simulate the 

residual turbulence that might be expected from an adaptive optical 

system. In this chapter some background material is presented on the 

effects of atmospheric turbulence. Next, an estimate of the amount of 

residual error to be expected in the exit pupil of the adaptive optic 

system due to one type of compensator inadequacy is calculated. Finally,

the complete design of a turbulence simulator is examined.

The Atmosphere and its Effects 

Atmospheric turbulence is composed of variations of index that 

are caused primarily by random time-varying temperature and wind fluctua

tions. These index variations give rise to phase variations across the 

optical wavefront which passes through them. As the wavefront propagates, 

these phase variations give rise to variations in amplitude, angle, and 

polarization, in addition to more phase variations. Of these, the 

most serious cause of image degradation is the phase variations. By the 

time a wavefront reaches the entrance pupil of an optical system it can 

have two to three waves rms wavefront variation (Wagner, 1976). This

yields a seriously degraded image unless some form of wavefront compensa

tion is introduced.



To determine the mathematics describing the effects of atmo

spheric turbulence the image characteristics of a point source at 

infinity are examined. For a diffraction limited optical system that 

images through a nonturbulent medium the point image is just the fami

liar Airy pattern. If small aberrations are present then the Airy 

pattern is slightly distorted. In either case, for discussion purposes 

the shape of the point image is referred to as the "deterministic" 

point image, or just the "core".

If a turbulent medium is present, light is scattered and the 

energy in the deterministic point image diminishes. The instantaneous 

point image in this case is referred to as the total instantaneous 

point image, and the image recorded over a long time period is referred 

to as the total time averaged point image.

Consider the system in Fig. 2.1. A monochromatic, unit- 

amplitude wave from a point source at infinity is incident on the sys

tem from the left after passing through a turbulent medium. The instan

taneous incident wavefront is

U-(f) * * o(^  (2.1)

where vector coordinate notation has been used, g and a are the varia

tions in phase and amplitude, respectively, of the wavefront.

For the transmission function of the system we have the descrip

tion of a circular lens with possible aberrations,
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The aperture function P(X) is what will be called here the "cylinder 

function, similar to the "circ" function of Goodman (1968), and 

denoted by

P(X) = cyl /|x-x|\ _ j 1 ’ lx-xl < d 
V d / ( o , | M |  > d ‘

(2.4)

The aberrations are indicated by W(X), and d is the lens diameter. 

In the exit pupil one has

U+(X) = U (X) t l(5) (2.5)

,jB(t) + o(t) p , ^  2f-li ft.(X-X)
= e~........... F'UJ e (2.6)

If this wave is allowed to propagate to the image plane the 

result is
jkf

U(X') = jXf
(X-X - 2X-X1 + X’-X’)

U+(t) e dX
(2.7)

jkf (X»-X»)
P'(X) e

j 3(X) +a(X)

jXf

-jk(x-$Vf)
dX . (2.8)

Taking the squared modulus of Eq. (2.8) gives the instantaneous 

intensity distribution

I(X’) = U(XJ) U*(xp =
r

P'(Xi) P'(X2)

ej([6(Xi) - B(X2) ] + [a(ti) + a(t2)] )
e - j k ( W / f )  e+jk(t2-x'/f ) dtid$2 .

(2.9)



If the substitution X% = Kg + T is made, Eq. (2.9) can be 

rewritten as

00 00

I(X') = X2f2 J P' (?2+T)P'*(i2)d)C2]-e
j[6(X2+t)-8 (X2)]

a (X2+t) + a(X2) 
e e dx

(2.10)

I(X) is the instantaneous intensity and is not very useful in 

this form. A more useful result is obtained by taking the ensemble 

average of Eq. (2.10), which is equivalent to a long exposure image 

(Fried, 1966)

<(1 (X- )y 1 2 
Xf t P'(X2+T)P'*(X2)dX2]

Z j [8(X2+t) - B(X2)] a(X2+?) + ct(X2)\
• \ e • e /

. ■ %
(2 .11)

At this point a normal bivariant probability distribution 

P(B (X2+t)-6 ($2) ,a (X2+t")+oi (X)) is assumed for the expression within the 
ensemble average in the integral. By invoking stationarity the correla

tion <([B (X2+t)-B (X2) ] • [ot(X2+x)+a(X2)]̂ > can be shown equal to zero, 
allowing separation of the probability distribution and permitting the 

ensemble average inside the integral to be written as the product of 

two functions.
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where
j[6(X2+t) - 6(X2) ]> (2.13)

^ a (T) = <fe
a(X2+T) + a(X2)

(2.14)

Thus the time averaged image is recognized as the Fourier

transform of the product of two functions. The first of these 

«̂ Tt), is just the transfer function of the lens.

The second function is itself the product of two functions, 3%̂

and . These can be considered to be the transfer functions of the 

atmosphere due to the effects of the phase and amplitude variations 

in the exit pupil, respectively. Since the amplitude effects are 

generally small compared to the phase effects, shall be approximated 

by one and will be ignored at this point. (Later in this chapter it 

will be shown just how good this approximation is.)

If 6 is considered to have a Gaussian probability density then 
can be written as (Shack, 1967),

P (t) is the correlation function of the random wavefront perturbations, 

and 4TT2a2/X2 = a2 is the phase variance.w 6
By considering the limits o f ^  at |t | = 0  and at |x| = °° 

and performing some straightforward algebra, the equation can be

rewritten as (Shack, 1967; Wagner, 1976)
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-O 2 z „0 2, Pg(T)

where

^g(T) = e 3 ♦ (l - e 3 I T  \  o ^  I (2.16)

5 £ + (1-f) Q(t) (2.17)

Og2 = phase variance in radians squared

1-f = fraction of power scattered out of central core

f = fraction of power remaining in the central core

Q(t) = êa6 p6^t -̂1̂ / 6̂°̂  -1̂ . (2.19)

This is a significant result. It relates the characteristics 

of the point image, when a turbulent medium is present, to the statis

tics of the wavefront perturbations in the exit pupil. The appearance 

of the total time-averaged point image is obtained by Fourier transform

ing Q(r) and convolving it with the spread function of the system in 

the absence of turbulence. If this is done one obtains a core riding 

on top of a wide blur (see Fig. 2.1). The relative intensities of the 

core and blur are determined by the value of f, where f depends on .

A graph of f vs a appears in Fig. 2.2.

For a value of a^A greater than one (which is the case for 

imaging through the free atmosphere), f is small, and essentially all 

the energy is in the blur. In the next section the effects of attempts 

of atmospheric turbulence compensation by an adaptive optics device are 

considered. It will be seen that energy returns to the central core 

at the expense of the blur. The statistics of the wavefront after 

interacting with the compensation device are computed for one type of
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compensator inadequacy. The characteristics of the phase plate neces

sary to produce this wavefront are determined.

Atmospheric Compensation and Residual
Error Estimation

Adaptive optic devices are designed to compensate for the type

of wavefront perturbations just described. However, one cannot expect 

an adaptive device to accomplish complete compensation because of the 

following reasons: finite corrector actuator element size, wavefront

isopianatism, and failure to exactly measure the wavefront perturbation 

Some residual wavefront error is expected to be present.

It is possible to estimate One type of residual error by consid

ering attempts at correction to be a high-pass filter operation on the 

phase spectrum of the wavefront perturbations. By imagining our adap-

d , one expects that the wavefront perturbations of spatial frequency 

less than l/2d^ will be compensated for. Those of higher spatial fre

quency are passed and become the residual errors.

can be obtained by Fourier transforming the wavefront correlation func

tion. One expression for this function is given as (Wagner, 1976)

where Ky is a Bessel function of the second kind of imaginary argument, 

and L is called the "outer scale of turbulence." If the Fourier trans-

tive optic to be a deformable mirror with actuator elements separated by

The spatial frequency spectrum W (£) of the phase variations

P (t ) (2.20)

’ ”0
form is carried out one obtains (Tatarski, 1961),



this is the quantity to be high-pass filtered. It is accomplished 

mathematically be letting W(t) = 0 for |$| g l/2d . The result is the 

filtered phase spectrum, a^/w is the rms fluctuation.

The variance of the residual wavefront error is obtained by

noting that the inverse transform (with filtered limits) of (2-20) is 

the new wavefront correlation function whose peak value is • 4ir2dr 2/X2-. 

By utilizing the fact that the central ordinate of a Fourier transform 

of a function is just the area under the function being transformed, 

we can write

2TTC \ 2r 1 = 2
2 L(2irat/X)2 ^ sr.  _ df

l/M
e

(2.22)
where the lower limit has been altered to accommodate the filtering 

operation. The variance of the filtered wavefront is therefore 

(Wagner, 1976),

tfr2 = at2/ [1 + (TTLo/de)2iv (2.23)

To obtain the shape of the new correlation function and the 

the correlation length of the filtered wavefront, one must actually 

perform the inverse transform of the filtered spectrum W(f). By exam

ining the structure function associated with this result and determin

ing the separation at which it levels off, the correlation length &
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is found (Wagner, 1976)

^r- - 2 de/ir = .637 de . (2.24)

The required surface statistics of the phase perturbation 

plates can now be calculated. We will consider an adaptive optics 

device with an overall diameter of one meter, and <$e ? 10 cm. For 

an outer scale of turbulence Lq = 100 cm and v = S/6, one obtains

ar = .0566 aw (2.25)

by using Eq. (2.22), and

5-r = 6.4 cm (2.26)

by using Eq. (2.24).

To simulate the actual system with a smaller system of 

diameter D^, a new correlation length is obtained

£s " . *r X Ds/DA * ' (2.27)

This would be the value of the surface correlation length A of the

phase perturbation plate. As an example, for D = one inch, £ e 1.6mm.s s
Depending on the amount of turbulence in the free atmosphere, 

different residual error wavefront variances ar2/X2 are expected.

Table 2.1 lists some possible tins residual wavefront errors for differ

ent amounts of uncompensated rms wavefront variation. Also shown is 

the percent of energy remaining in the core for each of the different

V 1-
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The surface variance as2/A2 of the phase perturbation plate is 

related to the residual error wavefront variance o^2/A2 by

B  (n-i) as = X a r (2.28)

In this equation n is the index of the surface variations of the phase 

perturbation plate.

Table 2.1. Expected Amounts of RMS Residual Wavefront Error 
for Different Amounts of RMS Wavefront Variation 
Resulting from Atmospheric Turbulence.

a At % energy in core

1.5 0.085  ̂ 77 '

2 0.113 63

2.5 0.14 46

3 0.17 32

At this point the amplitude fluctuations a should be recon

sidered. Assuming that the adaptive optics device does not compensate 

for intensity variations in the entrance pupil, their effect is assumed 

,to be just as strong

The amplitude effects can be put into the same functional form 

as the effect of the phase fluctuations (Shack, 1947). . The fraction of 

power scattered out of the core due to amplitude effects is then seen 

to be
- V  (2.29)
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aa tends to saturate at approximately 0.45 (Strohbehn, 1971) yielding

20f = e"* = 0.18 . (2.30)

For the free atmosphere l<o^/X<3. Examination of Fig. 2.2 

will now substantiate the earlier assumption that the amplitude effects 

are very small compared to the phase effects.

The compensated wavefront variations are described by the 

values of a^/X in Table 2.1. It can be seen that the amplitude effects 

are still smaller, but not insignificant (depending on the value of

orA) •
Inclusion of the amplitude effects would scatter more light out 

of the deterministic image for a given g^/X. This reality, combined 

with the reminder that only the compensator inadequacy of finite . 

actuator element size has so far been,considered, leads to the conclu

sion that at the very least, each value for a^/X in Table 2.1 should 

be considered a minimum.

Turbulence Simulator Design

To simulate the wavefront perturbations in the laboratory, a 

phase perturbation plate is placed in the exit pupil of an optical 

system, which is illuminated with monochromatic light. One then 

simply moves the plate to simulate the time-varying nature of random 

fluctuations.

To accurately simulate any time-varying turbulence effects, 

one must insure that the simulation device approximates the real thing 

both qualitatively and quantitatively. For the plate to be a good
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qualitative approximation, one must insure that it is an accurate 

description both statically and dynamically. Statically implies that 

the statistics of the plate should represent the statistics of the 

wavefront being simulated. Dynamically implies that movement of the 

phase perturbation plate will cause moving variations in the image 

plane that closely represent the actual scene.* (As will be seen, 

wedge variations in the phase perturbation plate substrate cause a 

wandering of the image that may or may not be desirable.')

A turbulence simulator is a good quantitative approximation 

if it is able to present a sufficient number of completely uncorrelated 

perturbation apertures during measurement time. Practically speaking, 

this means that no section of the simulator need be presented more 

than Once during an experimental run.

Two different types of random phase plate configurations have 

been considered. In one case the plate would rotate to simulate time 

variation, and in the other it would simply slide. For either method, 

using a combination of two overlapping plates, with one moving at a 

different rate than the other, many more uncorrelated apertures could 

be presented than with a single plate working alone.

There are advantages and disadvantages to both sliding and 

rotating configurations. The latter will be considered first.

The rotating system would be easier to construct mechanically, 

but one would have to impose stringent requirements on the substrate. \ 

One would have to consider the effects of both "gross" and "local" 

wedge. Gross wedge is a constant wedge over the entire diameter of the
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phase perturbation plate. Local wedge is a wedge that is approximately 

constant over the aperture of the optical system being used, but varies 

from place to place on the plate.

Gross wedge in the substrate of the phase perturbation plate 

causes a circular wander of the point image as the plate is rotated 

in the exit pupil. One can of course avoid the problem by having an 

optician construct a substrate with zero wedge, or at least one with 

a very small or radially symmetric wedge. The relationship between 

gross wedge and image movement can be explained by referring to Fig.

In Fig. 2.3, a diffraction-limited optical system images a 

point source from infinity. In front of the lens is a thin wedge

gross wedge. If 9 is the wedge angle, and dx is the instantaneous 

displacement of the Airy pattern, then

Now, the diameter of the central core of an unaberrated Airy 

pattern is given as 2.44 FX/D. So, if we let

where S" is the fraction of an Airy diameter by which our image is 

displaced, then

2.3.

prism that represents the substrate of a phase perturbation plate with

(n-l)8 = <j> = dx/F . (2.31)

dx = #(2.44 FX/D) (2.32)

9 (2.33)
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D

(a)

dx

(b)

4> = (n-l)S dx

Fig. 2.3. Effects of Gross Wedge in a Rotating Plate on 
Image Position.

(a) no wedge present; (b), (c) effects of 
wedge with 180 degrees of rotation.



where 0*, the number of waves of wedge over the pupil diameter, is 

approximately

0' - S&. (2.343

As a numerical example consider F = 0.1 and D = 1 in. If the 

calculation is performed it is found that the maximum allowable wedge 

in the substrate is on the order of 2 to 3 seconds.

A simple, inexpensive way to eliminate gross wedge is to take 

two pieces of glass with the same amount of gross wedge and assemble 

them in contact with one another so that the net wedge is zero. This 

has the added advantage that one can have the random surface sand

wiched and protected between two pieces of glass. Local wedge effects 

are still a concern, however, and could be increased by using two 

pieces of glass.

Gross wedge tends to move the image around in a deterministic 

manner. Local wedge in the substrate generally causes a random jumping 

of the image. This random movement may or may not be desirable depend

ing on its magnitude and on the type of adaptive optics being simulated. 

A certain amount of beam wander, or agitation, is characteristic of the 

image for uncompensated atmospheric perturbations. The degree of beam 

wander compensation will depend on the type of active optic design 

(Pearson, 1976).

The gross wedge problem can also be avoided by sliding the 

phase perturbation plate instead of rotating it. If this is done 

the gross wedge will not cause any movement of the image as the plate 

is translated. The local wedge problem still exists, however. In



addition, the sliding method requires a more complicated mechanical 

design. The mechanical drive- for a sliding plate would not be as 

simple as that for a rotating plate, especially if two overlapping 

plates are to be driven. Therefore, a rotating plate design is con

sidered here. This means that gross as well as local wedge effects 

will have to be considered in any potential substrate.

One relatively successful (and very inexpensive) substrate 

is float glass. Two types of float glass were examined. The first, 

available from Tucson Glass and Mirror, Tucson, Arizona, was 3/16 in. 

thick and had much gross wedge. The other type, available from Libbey 

Owens Ford, Toledo, Ohio, was 1/8 in. thick and had very little gross 

wedge. The local wedge was about the same on each type.

The first phase perturbation plate was constructed by fabrica

ting a random surface oh the 3/16 in. glass, which had first been 

cut into a 6 in. disk and center-drilled with a 1/4 in. diamond drill. 

This disk was placed in contact with another disk, similar in size but 

without a random Surface on it. They were rotated against one another 

until the gross wedge effects were at a minimum, then secured in this 

position. The other phase perturbation plates were made with the 

1/8 in. glass. More details will be considered in Chapter 3.

Some interfprograms of the 1/8 in. glass are shown in Fig. 2.4. 

The Fizeau interferegrams indicate an irregular surface structure, but 

the Twyman-Green interferogram shows that in transmission.the glass is 

not as bad as might be expected. (Apparently the surfaces follow one



Fig. 2.4. Interferograms of 1/8 in. Float Glass.

(a) and (b) 6 in. Fizeau interferograms of 
the surface. (c) 5 in. Twyman-Green interfero- 
gram. (d) 5 in. wedge interferogram showing 
wedge between surfaces.
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another in their irregularity.) The fourth interferogram shows areas 

of constant wedge between the two surfaces of the glass.

The substrate of Fig. 2,4 was put into an optical system and 

rotated. The results are shown in Fig. 2.5. The image plane was mag

nified and imaged onto a ground glass screen with a microscope, the 

positions of the point image were recorded for eight equally spaced 

areas of the substrate. This was accomplished by focusing a camera 

on the ground glass screen.

From the sample of photos in Fig. 2.5, it can be seen that 

the image moves at least one Airy radius. This will probably be 

undesirable for many applications. However, the primary purpose of 

this work is to present a method for creating a random surface that 

can be constructed on a chosen substrate. This, plus the fact that 

float glass is inexpensive to purchase, makes it a satisfactory sub

strate with which to work.

In the next chapter it will be shown how the random surface 

is fabricated.
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Fig. 2.5. Photos of Point Image Position Wander due to Effects of 
Rotating 1/8 in. Float Glass.

(a) through (h): Sequential images resulting from 
imaging through eight different equally-spaced areas 
on the glass. (i) Point image with glass removed.



CHAPTER 3

CONSTRUCTION OF THE PHASE PERTURBATION PLATES

There exist several methods of fabricating the surface of a 

random phase element. However, when one requires characteristics like 

stationary surface statistics, repeatability, and a large usable area, 

the number of workable methods becomes fewer. The method presented here 

has drawbacks, but it appears to be one of the better methods of custom 

designing the type of perturbation plate needed to simulate a desired 

amount of wavefront perturbation. ■

Choosing a Method of Fabrication 

Some methods of creating a random phase surface and some of 

their respective advantages and disadvantages will now be examined.

Possible Methods

A thin sheet of crinkled plastic, such as Saran Wrap, has been
j

used as a phase perturber (Wagner, 1976). A disadvantage of this method 

is that once constructed and calibrated, it is subject to damage. How

ever, the crinkled plastic could,be protected by sandwiching it between 

two pieces of air-spaced glass plates. Another disadvantage, however, 

is that it would be difficult to wrinkle the plastic to desired specifi

cations by hand.
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A phase perturber can also be made by spraying a glass plate 

with clear lacquer or varnish, if the applied substance is disturbed 

during curing by forced air (such as from an air gun or from a can of 

compressed air), a corrugated surface is produced. This method was not 

chosen because it is difficult to achieve a good homogeneous random 

pattern over any area larger than a few square inches. The reproduce- 

ability also appears poor.

Bleached photographic emulsion is a possibility and has been 

utilized, also. Unfortunately, it tends to yield low peak-to-peak phase 

variations at the very low spatial frequencies with which the phase per

turbation plates of this work are concerned (Smith, 1968). Also, unless 

a special arrangement with the photographic company could be worked out, 

the quality of the substrate would be limited by the quality of the 

available photographic glass. This may or may not be satisfactory. How

ever, if a sliding mechanism is chosen and the aperture of the simulator 

system is stopped down far enough to allow the use of a very small value 

of Zs/\, phase perturbation plates produced by this method could be quite 

satisfactory.

Another method is to deposit small steps of various heights of a 

clear material (Such as quartz) in random locations on a substrate. This 

operation has to be done in a vacuum chamber, and a mask with one or 

several apertures on it is positioned and relocated for each deposition 

of material. One disadvantage is that a smoothly varying profile would 

probably be difficult to obtain.
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Dichromatedi or bichromated, gelatin is another possibility. 

Uncertainty exists as to uniformity of coating and repeatability.

All of the above methods have value and could possibly be made 

to work. The method chosen here utilizes photoresist. It will now be 

examined.

Using Photoresist for Producing Phase Perturbation Plates

Photoresist has several advantages. It readily coats a substrate, 

has reasonable repeatability, and the characteristics of the end product 

can be controlled by manipulating several parameters.

On the other hand, photoresist is plagued with several disadvan

tages that must be overcome. One of these problems is that photoresist 

is inherently binary by design. This means that it was intended to be 

used in situations where, after processing, the resist would be completely 

removed in some places, and not removed at all in others. As a result, 

in some cases it does not respond well to attempts to smoothly modulate 

its surface. In particular, when making a contact exposure through a 

photographic emulsion density mask, areas that receive intermediate 

exposure tend to have diffuse surfaces after processing.

Another problem with photoresist is that it is difficult to 

achieve the necessary peak-to-peak surface variation by conventional 

processing techniques.

Finally, to be successful, any photoresist operation must be 

performed in a clean, controlled environment. Provision must also be 

made for exhausting toxic photoresist fumes. Every effort needs to be 

made to minimize exposure to the actual resist or its fumes.
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The problems mentioned above were overcome by various methods. 

Scattering from areas of intermediate exposure was minimized in two 

ways. The first of these was by selecting Horizon’s Solvarist-L as the 

photoresist to use, and then carrying out the processing with flowing 

hot air (Solvarist-L does not necessarily require wet processing). The 

second was to accomplish gradually varying height variations by a double

dip method (to be described 1ater) instead of by a varying intensity 

exposure. Using a double-dip method also yields increased height varia

tions.

To handle the clean and toxic fume problems the substrate coating 

operation was performed in a fume hood with the coating apparatus walled 

up to keep out dust. Also, plastic gloves were worn both for protection 

and to keep fingerprints from getting on a coated surface.

Description of the Photoresist Model

As already mentioned, the photoresist to be used is the Horizon 

Corporation's "Solvarist-L." It is a negative resist, which means that 

areas that receive the most irradiance during the exposure step will 

have the greatest height above the substrate after processing. This is 

shown in Fig. 3.1.

The two principal constituents of the photoresist responsible 

for the performance of the resist are a very reactive monomer and a 

volatile halomethane activator (Zech et al., 1973). The activator forms 

free radicals in those areas that receive light during exposure. These 

free radicals cause the monomer to polymerize, causing a slight shrinkage
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Irradiance
A

1 1 1 1 1  j j 1 t I

m

(a)

(b)

(c)

///S/X - Exposed Areas 
of Photoresist

= Unexposed Areas 
of Photoresist

Fig. 3.1. Dynamic Model of Photoresist Performance (Zech et al

(a) Exposure.
(b) After exposure.
(c) After heat processing.

., 1973).
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as seen in Fig. 3.1(b). There is no change in those areas that do 

not receive any light.

Processing consists of applying flowing hot air to the photo

resist surface. At this time completion of polymerization in the exposed 

areas occurs, while in the unexposed areas volitilization of an inhibitor 

takes place. With the inhibitor removed, these unexposed areas polymer

ize, shrinking an even greater amount than the exposed areas. The result 

is a Surface relief profile with a reported negligible difference in 

index between exposed and unexposed regions.

Coating the Substrate 

Photoresist may be applied to a substrate by several different 

methods. The method chosen here is by dip-coating, and the procedures 

used will be described in detail. First a description will be given on 

how to prepare the substrate for coating.

Preparing the Substrate for Coating

The substrate on which the photoresist is to be coated is first 

cut, edged, and drilled (if needed) to the desired specifications.

Several 2 by 3 inch rectangles of float glass were used for sample runs. 

The actual substrates for the phase perturbation plates were disks of 

float glass, 6 inches in diameter with a 3/8 inch hole drilled in the 

center.

The substrates were thoroughly cleaned before coating, A proper 

cleaning is not only desirable from an aesthetic point of view, but it 

is also important to remove fingerprints and dust that would scatter
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light and decrease the accuracy of a plate's calibration. A cleaner plate 

also permits greater adhesion of photoresist.

The cleaning procedure used to clean the substrates was as

follows:

1. Scrub both sides of the substrate with a cotton ball,

Liqui-Nox detergent, and tap water.

2. Tap water rinse.

3. De-ionized water rinse,

4. Force-air dry with compressed dry nitrogen.

5. Repeat steps 1 to 4.

After cleaning, the substrates were stored in a desiccator.

This desiccator consisted of a large plastic food container with a tight- 

fitting lid. Anhydrous calcium sulfate (GaSO^) crystals were placed in 

the bottom and covered with lens tissue. The plates were kept in the 

desiccator until the coating took place.

Dip Coating Method

There are several methods of photoresist application, including 

spraying, spinning, rolling, and dip coating (often called the "controlled 

withdrawal method"). The dip coating method was chosen for two reasons, 

The first reason was the ready availability of a dip-coater apparatus 

from earlier work, The second reason was the discovery that surface 

variations in height can be increased by redipping a plate that had 

already received one coating and exposure.

The peak-to-peak surface variations resulting from a single dip 

and exposure were usually on the order of 1/2 to 1/4 waves, depending on



the coating thickness, exposure, and method of processing. Redipping a 

plate can more than triple the original height variations. The actual 

amount of enhancement depends on several factors. These include,dip 

speed, viscosity of the resist, and whether or not a second exposure is 

given. -

The dip coating apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.2. The complete 

coater is seen in Fig. 3.2(a). The tank that acts as reservoir for the 

resist during the coating of the 6 inch discs can be seen inside. A 

6 inch disk in its harness is hanging above it. Lying flat in front of 

the device is the frontispiece. During the coating operation this was 

attached to the front of the coater. The coating operation took place 

in a fume hood where an exhaust fan continually operated to carry away 

the photoresist fumes. The frontispiece and the two furnace filters on 

the back sides served to minimize air turbulence and keep the area dust- 

free in the vicinity of the substrate being coated.

Figure 3.2(b) shows some detail of the upper portion of the dip 

coater. The motor is a synchronous type, Hurst Model CA, and is mounted 

in such a way as to be easily removed. Five motors of different speeds 

provided for different dipping speeds. Additional speeds were available 

by either using the 1 inch diameter portion of the shaft (as shown) or 

the 1/2 inch portion. Table 3.1 below shows the dipping speeds available 

The actual dipping speed was the sum of the vertical lift speed and drop 

rate of the reservoir level in the tank. The drop rate was negligible 

for dipping the small sample substrates, and very small for dipping the 

large (6 inch) substrates.
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Fig. 3.2. Dip Coating Apparatus.

(a) View from a distance.
(b) Detail of superstructure.
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Table 3.1. Available Dipping Speeds of Dip Coating Apparatus of 
Figure 3.2.*

Motor Speed (RPM) 1/3 1/2 1-1/2 2 2-1/2
.25" 0.0087 0.013+ 0.039+ 0.052 0.065+

Shaft (.220 (.53) (1.0) (1.33) (1.66)
Radius 5„ 0.175+ 0.026+ 0.078 0.104 0.13

(.44) (.66) (2.0) (2.66) (3.32)

* The numbers shown are the vertical lift velocity. Numbers in paren-
theses are in nun/seconds; numbers not in parentheses are in 
inches/seconds.

t Speeds experimented with..

The dip coater is equipped with a clutch that allows the shaft 

to be disconnected from the motor and turned by hand. This clutch is 

in the form of a setscrew that must screw into the same portion of the 

shaft each time if slipping during the coating operation is to be 

avoided.

In order to insure that the coating operations could be conducted 

in the dark, a blank, collapsible shroud was affixed to the front of the 

fume hood. This shroud was large enough to allow someone to work inside 

in the dark while other people in the laboratory could continue to work, 

although under imposed reduced visibility.

As seen in Fig. 3.2, the 6 inch substrates were supported by a 

harness during dip coating. This harness was fabricated out of 3/16 inch 

aluminum, was adjustable over a small range, and had two eyelets that 

received hooks from the pulley system of the coater. The small substrates



were held with a clothespin, tapered at the tip. This was mounted with 

a bar through it that hung on the hooks of the pulley.

Experimental Procedure

Plastic gloves were first put on. If a 6 inch substrate was being 

coated the substrate was mounted with one surface flush with the harness; 

flush mounting was important to achieve the best results. This flush- . 

mounted side was hung on the pulley system facing away from the operator. 

(The side of the substrate away from the operator tended to have better 

coatings than the nearer side.) If a 2 inch by 3 inch substrate was 

being coated, it was clipped with the clothespin and hung.

After the substrates were hung, the clutch was loosened and the

assembly was lowered into an empty tank by turning the shaft by hand.
- ' - ... - The clutch was secured and the tank was raised or lowered until the top

of the harness (or the top of the sample if a small substrate was being 

coated) was near the top of the tank. The clutch was then unlocked, 

the substrate raised clear of the tank, and the clutch locked again.

The tank was slowly filled with the proper amount of resist, the sub

strate lowered into the bath by the method above, and the frontispiece 

put into place.

Lifting was initiated by turning on the motor, and was allowed 

to continue until the coated assembly had cleared the tank. The motor 

was then turned off and the coated assembly was allowed to dry for 

about a minute.

During drying the tank was removed and the resist returned to 

its bottle. The frontispiece was then removed and the assembly was
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disconnected from the hooks. By using a cotton ball and a stripping agent 

(such as Horizon'a Stripper or ethyl alcohol) resist was removed from the 

side of the substrate facing the operator.

This last step was done for two reasons. During exposure this 

rear surface was attached to black felt by an index-matching liquid. This 

served to eliminate reflections that might lower peak-to-peak surface vari

ations in the final surface (although no experiment was ever performed to 

determine the actual effect these reflections might have had upon the 

final peak-to-peak surface variations). By removing the photoresist 

(Bp = 1.56), an index-matching liquid of index n = 1.515 coupled the light 

into the black felt more efficiently. Another reason for doing this was 

because the exposure apparatus was not in a fume hood. Therefore it was 

desirable to remove as much unnecessary resist as possible to minimize 

fumes.

After this surface had been cleaned, it was placed in contact 

with a piece of black felt that had been thoroughly soaked in the index- 

matching liquid. The assembly plus the felt was then transported to the 

exposure area. The exposure .procedures will be presented in the next 

section.

Modulation of the Photoresist

To create random surface height variations in photoresist, one 

needs to expose the resist with a randomly varying intensity pattern.

This may be done in one of two ways. The first way is to produce a 

randomly varying intensity distribution in space and then present the 

photoresist coated surface to it. The second is to create a randomly
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varying density pattern and expose the resist through it. The advantages 

and disadvantages of each method will be discussed.

Direct Exposure vs. Mask Exposure

The direct exposure method is the most straightforward. A micro

scope objective is used to focus laser light onto a rough ground glass 

diffuser, producing a laser speckle pattern. The resulting intensity 

variations serve as the exposure pattern for the photoresist. .It has 

a negative exponential intensity distribution (Dainty, 1970), and the 

spatial frequency spectrum of the pattern is proportional to the self- 

convolution of the irradiance distribution illuminating the ground glass 

(Goldfischer, 1965). The inverse Fourier Transform of this spectrum is 

the speckle autocorrelation (McKechnie, 1974) and the cutoff of this 

function is a measure of the average speckle size.

The speckle size for a constant distance away from the ground 

glass is controlled by controlling the size of the scattering area. This 

is in turn controlled by moving the microscope closer or farther away from 

the ground glass. Moving the recording plane further away from or nearer 

to the ground glass will result in a relative increase or decrease in the 

speckle size.
One problem in using the direct exposure method is that the dynam

ic recording range of the photoresist is limited, and the exponential 

intensity distribution "overdrives" the resist. This causes flat areas 

to appear on the resist after processing is completed. A way of combating 

this problem is to partially index-match out the surface variations of 

the rough glass. Depending on the index of the liquid and the roughness
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of the glass, the resulting intensity distribution can be either-Gaussian, 
or have some shape between that of a Gaussian and a negative exponential

(Fujii and Asakura, 1974). Contrast is reduced, but .unfortunately the

intensity acquires a constant background level. However, the intensity

variations could be made to lie in the approximately linear portion of

the photoresist height vs. exposure operating curve.

A brief experiment was performed to test the above. A film of 

water was put between a ground glass surface and a piece of flat glass. 

This assembly was then illuminated with laser light (5145A) from a 20X . 

microscope objective, as described above. A speckle pattern of lower 

contrast did appear, but it did not appear isotropic or very homogeneous.

A different combination of index liquid and ground glass might have 

yielded better results. This direction was not pursued further because 

of other problems with the direct exposure method. Among the disadvan

tages already mentioned, there was the problem of size.

Since it was desired to ultimately produce a 6 inch diameter 

phase perturbation plate, a uniform speckle pattern at least as large 

would be needed. Because of an apparent intensity falloff at the edges 

of a speckle pattern, uniform irradiance over a large photoresist area 

could not be expected. In addition, noise in the pattern (from dirty 

optics, scattering inside the laser, etc.) was more noticeable for the 

size of speckle that was needed for direct exposure.

A masking exposure technique was finally decided on. A speckle 

mask was made by recording a fine speckle pattern on film, enlarging it 

to the desired size, and printing onto a large glass photographic plate.
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The resulting density variations served as a mask which was used in a con

tact exposure of the photoresist.

By first recording a fine speckle pattern over a small area, a 

more uniform intensity distribution was obtained. An approximately binary 

mask was produced, and this yielded a binary surface profile in the photo

resist that was desired for the first exposure of a double-dip process.

The binary mask was also desirable so that a nonuniform irradiance could 

be utilized for the exposure. It would then only be necessary to over

expose the entire surface, and a level average surface profile would be 

achieved.

Making the Mask

A fine speckle pattern was first produced by focusing laser light 

(4416X) onto ground glass (12-25 pm final grind) with a microscope objec

tive. Several exposures of different intensities and speckle size were 

recorded on Kodak High Contrast Copy film.

After processing, the selected negative was put into an enlarger. 

The resulting enlarged speckle pattern was printed onto a Kodak 649F 

8 inch x 10 inch plate. Exposure time, development time, and magnifica

tion were controlled to yield a speckle pattern of approximately 2 to 3 mm 

average speckle size, and a very binary appearance.

The large 8 inch x 10 inch plate was subsequently cut to the size 

of the harness of the 6 inch substrate (6& inch x 6£ inch). The center 

portion was blacked out with a 2-3/4 inch diameter piece of black con

struction paper. This resulted in a central clear portion of the final 

phase perturbation plate. Having such a clear portion would be useful 

during calibration. A picture of the mask is shown in Fig. 3.3(a).
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Fig. 3.3. Masks and Anti-Halation Backings.

(a) Large speckle mask.
(b) Index-liquid soaked felt.
(c) Bar mask.
(d) Small substrate holder.
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A different mask was used for most of the exposures of the 

samples with the 2 inch x 3 inch substrates. The mask used was simi

lar to that of a bar target. A photograph appears in Fig. 3.5(c). It 

has several 2, 3, and 4 mm bars running horizontally and vertically. It 

was made by pasting black strips on a white background, photographing 

this, and then printing the enlargement from the resulting negative on 

649F plates. ,

In addition to the bar mask, a smaller version of the large 

speckle mask was made for use with the smaller substrates. Both smaller 

masks were wax-mounted inside a metal frame. This frame has three 

locating holes that fit on locating pins mounted in the small substrate 

holder [Fig. 3...3(d)] . The purpose of the locating pins was to accurately 

reposition the mask for double-exposure experiments.

Exposing the Photoresist

The photoresist exposure system is shown in Fig. 3.4. The light 

source was an OSRAM Super Pressure Mercury Lamp powered by an Oriel 200 

watt arc lamp system. To.direct the diverging beam downward for a hori

zontal exposure, a 4 inch x 5 inch piece of float glass was aluminized 

and mounted in a small housing at a 45° angle. The plane of exposure 

lies about 100 cm away from the lens.

The total irradiance on axis in a plane about 95 cm away was mea

sured with a JEA power meter. The reading was 18 mW over a total area 

of 3 cm2. Unfortunately this meter does not have a linear response, and 

in addition has a virtual cutoff at around 0.4 pm. The irradiance was
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Fig. 3.4. Photo of Exposure System.

(a) Mask and coated substrate.
(b) Housing of deflection mirror.
(c) Shutter.
(d) Lens and Arc lamp.



measured with a Hewlett-Packard Model 8330A radiant flux meter to be 

12 mW/cm2 on axis. This instrument is supposed to have a flat response 

from 0.3 ym to 3 ym.

The horizon’s Solvarist-L sensitivity curve is shown in Fig. • 

3.5(a). The output of the mercury arc lamp is shown in Fig. 3.5(b).

Since the photoresist was exposed through a photographic glass 

plate, it was important to know the transmittance characteristics of 

the glass. For a 0.040 inch piece of the Kodak photographic glass, the 

transmittance is greater than 90% in the spectral range 0.3 to 0.6 ym 

(Eastman Kodak, 1973).

Before the exposure system was used, it had to be aligned so that 

the irradiance peak was centered on the coated substrate being exposed. 

This alignment was accomplished by moving, the light source and mirror 
housing and monitoring the beam intensity in the exposure plane with the 

JEA power meter. By using the meter, it was observed that the irradiance 

dropped to about half its maximum at a radius of 3 inches from the center 

of the beam.

After the substrate had been dip-coated and attached to the felt, 

it was brought to the area of the exposure system. With the shutter 

closed, the lamp was turned on and allowed to warm up for about 2 minutes. 

The mask was then carefully located on the coated substrate, and the 

mask-substrate combination was centered in the exposure plane.

The exposure was carried out by opening the shutter for the 

desired time. Typical exposure times were from 20 seconds to 1 minute.
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Fig. 3.5. Sensitivity and Spectral Irradiance Curves

(a) Relative sensitivity curve of 
Solvarist-L (Horizon Co.)

(b) Relative spectral irradiance for 
OSRAM 200 Watt Mercury lamp.
(Handbook of Lasers, 1971).
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During the exposure a piece of glass was Kept between the eyes and lamp

radiation to minimize exposure of the eyes to ultraviolet light.

After exposure the plate is processed with hot flowing air.

A 1200 watt heat gun was swept back and forth 3 inches from the surface 

of the photoresist for 2 minutes. The temperature was measured to be 

about 100°C ± 5°C.

Following heat processing the plate was allowed to cool down, 

and the index oil was removed from the rear of the exposed plate.

It is worth mentioning that even if no heat is applied after 

the exposure the resist will process by itself if it is kept in the 

dark for a long enough period of time. Therefore if insufficient heat 

is given, or suspected of being given, the plate could be kept in the 

dark several hours and processing would take place.

If a 6 inch substrate was coated, and a secondary exposure was

not to be given after the second coating, the harness was loosened and

the plate rotated 180°. Thus on the second coating the plate would be 

dipped upside-down relative to the first coating. This would compensate 

for any possible wedging acquired from the first dip coating. (By dip

ping at a speed of 0.0175 in/sec wedging was rarely detected.)

If a 6 inch substrate was coated and a secondary exposure with 

the same mask was to be given, no rotation would have been given. It 

would be necessary to keep the exposed plate in the same position in 

order to more easily accomplish accurate repositioning of the mask for 

the second exposure. The exposed plate in this case could be dip coated 

in the same direction as the initial coating, or little hooks could be
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attached in the bottom of the harness and an ''upside-down" coating could 

be performed.

If a 2 inch x 3 inch sample was coated and exposed, the sample 

was held at the opposite end by the clothespin for the second dipping.

The small substrate holder [Fig. 3.4(d)] was designed to accurately 

allow the substrate to be returned to its original position in the holder 

for the second exposure.

Following the second dip coatings, the plates were either exposed 

again by the methods of this section, or simply heat processed without 

exposure.

As might be expected, there are several ways of effecting a 

result by controlling different parameters. A few of these will now be 

examined.

Processing Parameters

Several parameters have been considered with respect to their 

effect in producing a phase perturbation plate. They are humidity, 

temperature, exposure, photoresist viscosity, and dip speed.

Since the photoresist is not water soluble, humidity is not 

expected to have a great effect. No humidity measurements were taken.

Temperature effects certainly can be very important. Viscosity, 

and therefore coating thickness, is dependent on temperature. Also, 

since this photoresist is heat proCessable, a higher or lower ambient 

temperature could cause a difference in sensitivity and ultimate surface 

height variations. No attempt was made to control temperature, although
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it was usually recorded. Most experiments were carried out at about 

25.5°C ± 1°C unless otherwise noted.

Exposure is considered next and it has a great effect on final 

results. As mentioned earlier, no attempt was made to smoothly modulate 

the photoresist surface by exposure techniques. A binary surface was 

first produced by exposing through a binary mask, and smoothing was 

accomplished by the second dip coat. During exposure, the clear areas 

of the mask must pass enough energy to cause those corresponding areas 

of the photoresist to achieve the maximum possible thickness and the 

opaque areas must pass as little energy as possible. This will result 

in the maximum attainable peak-to-peak surface variations.

Because the irradiance has a falloff at the edges, certain areas 

of the photoresist will naturally receive more exposure than other areas. 

This is potentially a problem since the resulting photoresist thickness 

is proportional to local exposure. However, this is only true up to 

a limit. Beyond the saturation energy a further increase in exposure 

will not yield a greater photoresist thickness after processing: it only 

causes stronger color variations in the resist. Therefore by insuring 

that all areas of the mask receive an exposure greater than this satura

tion energy, all areas of the photoresist surface corresponding to the 

clear portions of the mask will have the maximum possible thickness.

The saturation energy for a particular resist and coating speed 

was determined in the following way. Several 2 inch x 3 inch sample 

substrates were coated at the same speed with the same photoresist 

solution. Each was then given a different exposure using the bar mask.
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After heat processing the resulting peak-to-peak heights were examined 

in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. It was seen that the surface modu

lation increased up to some point, after which it was constant. The 

saturation energy was the minimum exposure that yielded this constant 

surface modulation.

Peak-to-peak surface variation of the photoresist depends on . 

coating thickness, arid coating thickness depends on the viscosity of 

the resist. The viscosity of Solvarist-L can be varied by diluting 

with ethyl alcohol or Horizon's Diluent, which is a 1:1 mixture of 

n-butynol and n-propynol. Figure 3.6 shows how viscosity varies as 

the photoresist is diluted. Viscosity measurements were taken with 

a Gilmont falling ball viscometer. A 60% solution of sucrose (vis

cosity = 44cp at 25°C) was used as a calibration liquid (International 

Critical Tables, 1929).

Figure 3.7 shows how viscosity can be used to control peak- 

to-peak surface variations. Five different viscosities of Solvarist-L 

were prepared by diluting each with different amounts of ethyl alcohol. 

Two inch by 3 inch sample substrates were dipped in each solution at 

a speed of 0.0175 in/sec and exposed through the bar mask for 20 seconds 

(this resulting exposure was determined to be near the saturation 

exposure by the above method). The plates were each dipped a second 

time and each received a second exposure.

The graph of Fig. 3.7 plots the resulting peak-to-peak optical 

path variation AWpp vs resist concentration. This is related to the 

peak-to-peak surface variation ASpp by ASpp = (n^l) * Th® circles
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Fig. 3.6. Variation of Photoresist Viscosity as a Function of 
Concentration.
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represent the peak-to-peak variation of 2mm wide horizontal bars on 

the plates, and the squares represent data points for the vertical bars 

of 2mm width. The fringes are Mach-Zehnder interferograms of the 

samples. It can be seen that a higher viscosity gives a greater height 

modulation as might be expected. However, it also shows that a possi

bility of anisotropy exists since the vertical bar modulation levels 

off, while the horizontal bar modulation continues to increase with 

concentration.

The accuracy of this graph should be qualified. It was dis

covered, long after the exposures were made, that the plates possibly 

did not receive enough heat processing. Slight unnoticed misalign

ments in the exposure system were also a possibility. Nevertheless, 

the evidence of many other sample exposures supports the basic trend 

of the graph and are in fair agreement with the results.

There is one inadequacy of the double dip method that is . 

related to viscosity. The original viscosity of the photoresist is 

changed by diluting with a solvent. Unfortunately, the presence of 

this solvent, in the photoresist bath during the second coating appears 

to attack the exposed areas of the first coating. (ETOH is partic

ularly bad.) The result is that a phase perturbation plate that has 

been dipped a second time has a lower peak-to-peak modulation over 

the bottom areas than over the upper portion. This is believed to be 

caused by the fact that the lower portion is in the bath a longer . 

period of time. For a 3 in. object the effect was not noticeable, but 

for the 6 in. disks to be used here it was very noticeable.
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One way of overcoming this problem is to contact together two 

phase perturbation plates, resist to resist. The area of greater sur

face modulation on one plate would be matched to the area of lower sur

face modulation on the other.

Another way is not to use viscosity as the means of controlling 

height variations. Since Horizon's photoresist is "self-processing," 

following exposure a plate could simply be left in the dark to "develop" 

without the aid of heat processing. The surface modulation could be 

checked from time to time in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer at a wave

length to which the photoresist is not sensitive (for example, 0.6328 

pm). Performing the second dip in undiluted Solvarist-L while the 

surface variation was still small would yield a low final surface mod

ulation. Waiting longer before dipping would yield a slightly greater 

final surface modulation.

If a constant irradiance of large enough area is obtained,' 

exposure may be used to control the surface modulation. In addition, 

whether or not a second exposure is given also will determine the 

final peak-to-peak surface height variation.

Dip coating speed is very important, especially for the second 

coating. For the first coating a speed of 0.0175 in/sec was found to 

yield excellent results. This slow speed was used so as to minimize 

trie possibility of wedging.

For the second coating, tradeoffs are made between a faster 

or slower speed. For a given viscosity, fine "pitting" occurred over 

the surface after the second coating if the dip speed was increased
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beyond a certain limit. For example, several sample substrates were 

dipped at different speeds from a 60% solution of photoresist and 

ethyl alcohol. Each plate was dipped twice, with a bar-target expo

sure after each dipping. Pitting just began to be apparent for the 

plate dipped twice at 0.039 in/sec, but would have been acceptable. 

Pitting was extremely bad for the plate dipped at 0.063 in/see. For 

speeds less than 0.039 in/sec pitting was not apparent to the naked 

eye.

The pitting observed is very fine (fraction of a millimeter

wide), and possibly would not be resolved by the fringes of the cali

bration device. Therefore the scattering of light due to this imper

fection would increase the inaccuracy of the calibrated plate.

In addition, a "blazing" effect occurs for faster speeds.

The lower portions of the little perturbation areas have a different 

slope to them than.do the upper ones. This has the effect of scatter

ing light in a preferential direction.

If the speed of the second dipping is too slow, the coated 

plate is in the bath a longer time. The solvent used to dilute the 

resist then has a longer time to attack the surface of the first 

coating. An intermediate speed is therefore desired.

In summary, it was found that the best results were obtained

with viscosities of about 35 cp to 60 cp, and dip speeds of between

0.0175 in/sec and 0.03 in/sec.



- Final As s embly 

After the random surfaces have been fabricated, the phase 

perturbation plates are ready for final assembly.

If a phase perturbation plate is made of two disks, the disks 

are first properly oriented so as to cancel wedge and/or match desired 

areas of roughness of each plate. Electrical tape is applied around 

the outer circumference to hold the plates together and define the 

outer edge of use for the device. A hub is then attached through the 

center hole (see Fig. 3.8). Each hub has a 3/16 in. hole bored through 

it. The hubs were carefully machined to permit the final assembly to 

turn on a 3/16 in. shaft with a minimum of wobble.

If the phase perturbation plate is made of one disk, a shorter 

male hub is attached. Tape is applied to the outer circumference just 

as with the two-disk phase perturbation plates.

After final assembly the phase perturbation plates are ready 

for calibration.

The Construction of Four Phase 
Perturbation Plates

In the final section of this chapter the construction details

of four phase perturbation plates are presented. Their scattering

characteristics and the results of their calibration appear in

Chapters 4 and 5.

Phase Perturbation Plate (PPP 1)

PPP 1 was the only plate constructed using 3/16 in. float 

glass as the Substrate. Two 6 in. diameter disks were fabricated from
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this material, and a 1/4 in. hole was drilled in each with a diamond 

drill. A harness normally used to dip coat a 6 in. glass mirror in 

photoresist was utilized to support the plate during dipping. A 50/50 

solution of Solvarist-L/Diluent served as the photoresist bath.

The substrate was coated at a relatively fast speed of 0.065 

in/sec. After exposure and heat processing the plate was dipped again 

without first being rotated in its harness. After the second coating 

a second exposure was given with the mask in its original position.

The mask was constructed in a slightly different way from 

subsequently constructed masks (as described earlier). The initial 

speckle pattern was recorded on Cronar Commercial S film instead of 

on Kodak High Contrast Copy. In addition, the final mask did not 

have the central portion blocked out. So in order to have a clear 

window near the center of this phase perturbation plate, a 2-1/2 in. 

diameter circle was stripped of photoresist using Horizon's Stripper, 

cotton swabs and a razor blade.

It was noticed that this plate appeared to have greater sur

face modulation over the top part.

After the random surface was fabricated on one disk the other 

disk was contacted to it. The two were rotated relative to one another 

and then rotated together in an optical system such as depicted in 

Fig. 2.3. When beam wander was a minimum for a complete rotation of 

both disks together, the two were taped together in this position 

around the edge. A photograph of this phase perturbation plate appears 

in Fig.. 3.9. .



Fig. 3.9. Photograph of a Phase Perturbation Plate.

Calibration information is visible on center 
half-circle of the plate (see Chapter 4).
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Phase Perturbation Plate 2 (PPP-2)

The substrate for PPP-2 and all subsequent plates was a 5^7/8

in. diameter disk fabricated from 1/8 in. float glass. A 3/8 in. hole

was drilled in the center of each disk.

The substrate for this plate was dipped at a speed of 0.0175

in/sec. The harness used for this and all subsequent dippings was the 

one seen in Fig. 3.2. The photoresist was a 70/30 solution of 

So1varist-L/ETOH. One exposure was given, and the resist was heat 

processed for two minutes.

Phase Perturbation Plate 3 (PPP-3)

PPP-3 was coated on the same type of substrate as PPP-2. The 

first dip was at the same speed and with the same resist as used by 

PPP-2.

Several days after the exposure and heat processing a second 

dip was performed. The plate was dipped "upside down" in a 50/50 

solution of Solvarist-L/Diluent. A second exposure was not given.

PPP-3 has a greater surface modulation over the upper portion 

(as defined by the second dipping) of its surface.

Phase Perturbation Plate 4 (PPP-4)

This plate is simply a combination of the two previous plates. 

The plates were contacted, resist to resist, the top portion of 2 to 

the bottom portion of 3.



CHAPTER 4

CALIBRATION OF THE PHASE PERTURBATION PLATES

Once the phase perturbation plate has been constructed it must 

be calibrated. This means determination of the surface height proba

bility distribution and the surface autocovariance function.. This is 

accomplished by obtaining an interferogram of the surface, sampling it, 

and computing the probability distribution and autocovariance functions 

by numerical methods with the aid of a computer.

Producing an Interferogram 

It was decided that an interferometric method would provide the 

best method of providing data for calibrating the phase perturbation 

plates. Interference fringes are lines of constant phase between two 

coherent, interfering wavefronts. If a plane wavefront is interfered 

with another plane wavefront that has passed through a phase perturba

tion plate, the resulting fringe fluctuations can be interpreted as a 

measure of the phase fluctuations of the plate. The device chosen to 

arrange this interference will now be described.

The Mach-Zehnder Interferometer

A Mach-Zehnder interferometer was constructed and then used to 

produce interferegrams of the phase perturbation plates. This inter

ferometer tests a phase object in transmission, without contact, and in 

single-pass. These were three desired characteristics.
63
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The schematic layout of the interferometer appears in Fig. 4.1, 

and a photograph of the actual system appears in Fig. 4.2. The mirrors 

and beamsplitters were 2 in. interferometric grade optical flats, 

reported to be A/20 over 80% of each surface.

Double reflection from the beamsplitters that might cause 

unwanted fringes in the image plane was minimized by having an anti- 

reflection coating put on their second surfaces. In addition, the 

beamsplitters were constructed with a half degree of wedge. Thus a 

stop could be placed in the focal plane of the imaging lens and the 

light from secondary reflections could be blocked out with a stop. The 

anti-reflection coatings were very good, however, and this was not 

necessary.

A plastic cover was assembled over the interferometer to keep 

the optics clean and minimize fringe movement, due to air turbulence, 

during fringe recording.

Recording the Interferogram

The interferogram can be recorded in two possible ways. The

fringes can be imaged onto a ground glass screen and then photographed

with a camera. Alternatively, a piece of film can be placed in the 

image plane and the fringes recorded directly. The later method was

chosen, as it produced very sharp, high contrast fringes.

The fringes were recorded on 55 mm Kodak High Contrast Copy 

film. The film was held in a camera from which the lens had been 

removed. When recording the interferogram it is important that the
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^ig. 4.2. Photograph of Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
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film be in the conjugate plane to the object. Otherwise the interfero-r 

gram of the Fresnel transform of the object is recorded.

The location of the recording plane is first calculated by the 

lens formula 1/s + I/s' = 1/f, where f is the focal length of the 

imaging lens, s is the object distance and s' is the image distance.

The camera is positioned so as to approximately position the film a 

distance s' away from the imaging lens. The interference pattern is 

examined through the viewfinder of the camera, and the camera is moved 

until any Fresnel fringes disappear. The orientation and spacing of 

the fringes in the imaging plane is controlled by adjusting BS2.

To determine the proper exposure a range of exposures was taken 

on a roll of film, and the film was given normal processing. The best 

exposure was noted, and subsequent exposure times were chosen 

accordingly.

When recording the interferograms for the bar target samples, 

it was not important to record the magnification between object and 

image. However, it was very important to do this when recording the. 

interferograms for the phase perturbation plates. The magnification 

was needed, in order to accurately determine Zs, as will be seen later.

The magnification was determined by placing a ruler in the 

obj ect plane, illuminating it, and recording its image bn the same roll 

of film as used for the phase perturbation plates. The image contained 

the necessary scaling information for the plates. (By measuring with 

the comparator the distance between 1 mm marks, the scaling information 

necessary for the computer determination of the autocovariance scale 

would be obtained.)
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Most phase perturbation plates had an interferogram recorded 

from the top and bottom sections (as defined by the direction of the 

filial dip coating). The area of recording was approximately elliptical 

in shape with axes of approximately 2 in. and 1% in. The elliptical 

shape was due to the geometry of the interferometer.

Because of edge effects and optics quality, only the central 

80% of the elliptical area was sampled so as to ensure greater 

accuracy in the calibration.

Figure 4.3 shows some interferograffls from the Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer.

Determining Surface Statistics from the Interferogram 

After the interferogram is produced it must be digitized for 

use with the computer. This is accomplished by. using an optical com

parator. The procedure will now be described.

Sampling the Interferogram

The Mann type 422 comparator is a precision instrument used for 

the measurement of small distances on photographic film or plates. The 

measurements are made in Cartesian coordinates, and the x and y , 

readings of position are given in direct readings of 0.001 mm. The 

(0,0) position is established by the operator. Digital display of the 

coordinates is given on an associated piece of equipment, the Data 

Logger Model 1945. The comparator is also equipped with a keypunch 

machine. Depressing a foot pedal prints out the (x,y) coordinates
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Fig. 4.3. Mach-Zehnder Interferograms.

(a) Vertical fringes
(b) Horizontal fringes
(c) Vertical fringes: testing a single- 

dip-and-exposure phase perturbation 
plate; part of clear aperture 
portion is seen.
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being displayed by the data logger. Four coordinate pairs are punched 

per card.

A fringe was sampled by scanning along the fringe with the 

crosshairs of the comparator. At regularly spaced intervals the 

crosshairs were aligned on the center of the fringe and the foot pedal 

was depressed. This printed out that coordinate on a computer car.

Each fringe was scanned over 80-85% of its length.

The sampling Interval and separation of the sampled fringes had 

to be carefully determined. The sampling interval was chosen to be 

about a third of the expected correlation length. This would yield 

enough points to determine the approximate shape of the autocovariance 

function. The selected fringes had to be separated by at least the 

correlation length. A smaller separation would yield data that were 

not completely uneorrelated, and a larger separation would limit the 

quantity of data.

The horizontal direction of the comparator was "calibrated" 

through the ruler image mentioned earlier. The distance between 1 mm 

marks was measured, and an average was taken. The number of microme

ters representing 1 mm became "XSCALE" in the computer program.

• The transverse direction of the fringes was calibrated by first 

counting the total number of fringes L across an interfetogram,

and measuring the distance on the comparator. This distance in 

micrometers was then divided by Lt t - 1 to yield "YSCALE" for the 

computer to use. This distance was effectively the distance in
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micrometers on the interferogram that represented one wave of phase 

difference between the interfering wavefronts.

Calculation of the Surface Autocovariance Function

Each set of fringes in an interferogram is thought of as an 

ensemble of a zero mean random process. To realize the zero mean 

characteristic, a curve of the form y = cx^ + mx + b was fit by least 

squares method to each fringe. The coordinates of the fluctuations 

were then subtracted from it. (A curve was used instead of a straight 

line fit because of inherent curvature in the interferometer's fringes 

due to astigmatism in one beamsplitter.)

The zero mean random fringe variations are described by Y(x)> 

where x is continuous. The autocovariance function for the process can 

be written as

Y(x)YO+T)dT. (4.1)
-T

Because we are concerned with finite records of Y(x)

T ■
Y(x)Y(x-T)dT. (4.2)

*T

The fringe record is sampled at equally spaced intervals over 

the length 2T of each record (see Fig. 4.4). Therefore, as an estimate 

of the autocovariance function, we have

2 M-m
■ “ m J o V W  (4,3)
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where y = value of fringe at n*2T/M counts to the right of origin,
^n+m = va ûe fringe at (n+m)*2T/M units to the right of origin, and
t = m e2T/N. m

2T

Fig. 4.4. Nomenclature for a Sampled Fringe.

The above equation was utilized on the computer to calculate an 

estimate of the autocovariance function for each fringe. An autoco

variance estimate for the entire interferogram was obtained by 

averaging the corresponding points of the functions from each fringe.

The standard deviation error s , for the autocovariance p1 at
pm

at the separation is approximately (see Appendix B)

V  = — P - - ) V x • V  (4.4)m /M

where o^/A = square root of the wavefront variance, M = number of data 

sampling points for a fringe, 6^ = expected error in measuring the y 

values, and r = correlation coefficient of p* at the separation t^.
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For the average autocovariance estimate p',

' %  " Spm *

-where. L = the number of fringes examined in an interferogram.
The numbers for n, L, and a^/A are readily obtained, but the 

determination of 6 deserves some additional mention.y
S includes all inaccuracy encountered in determining the Y 

values. This includes the inherent inaccuracy of the Mann comparator, 
operator error, and the degree to which the curve y - ex2 + mx + b fits 
the astigmatic fringes of the interferometer. The error in the fit, 
s_p, was determined by digitizing the fringes of Fig. 4.3(a) and fitting 
them to the above equation. The resulting variance was found to be 
0.009 waves. The operator error, s , was determined by repositioning 
many times the crosshair of the comparator to a selected point, 
recording the readings, and determining their variance. This was per
formed after one hour of operating time (complete digitizing of an 
interferogram generally took 2 to 3 hours) and was found to be 
-  ±0.01 waves. The inherent positioning accuracy of the comparator, 
sc> was listed as ±1 .pm, or about 0.0025 waves. Therefore,

6 y  =  lS f l  +  l S o l  l S C l

S . 0.0215.

.Calculation of the Wavefront Variance 
and Distribution Function

The distribution function is also calculated with the aid of 
the computer. The first step was to attach end-to-end all of the zero



mean records of the fringe variations from an interferogram. The 

distribution of the about the zero axis was then determined by 

dividing the direction perpendicular to the axis into 20 equal incre

ments (10 on each side of the axis), and counting the number of y^ in

each increment. Plotting the resultant quantities as a function of 

distance above or below the axis yielded a histogram, which was an 

approximation to the distribution function. A direct readout in waves 

was obtained by multiplying the values of y obtained from the 

comparator by the scaling parameter "YSCALE."

One equation for the estimate of the wavefront variance is 

given as (Jenkins and Watts, 1968, p. 180)

/ 1 N
aw2/x2 = N-T I (yn-y)2’ (4.7)' 1 n=0

where both y^ and y are measured in waves, and N = total number of data 

points and y - mean.

Since in this case y - 0,

°w2/x2 = M  Z V- ' - (4-8)n=0

An estimate of the error in determining the wavefront variance 

is given by (Appendix B)
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Computer Results

To ensure that the computer program functioned properly, a set 

of four square wave fringes with different starting phases was run on 

the program PHASE 2 (the program is listed in Appendix C). The square 

wave was chosen because its autocorrelation function is known. One of 

the fringes is shown in Fig. 4.5(a) with the sampling interval depicted.

In the computer the curve y = ex2 + mx + b was fit to the input 

data, then subtracted from it to yield the zero mean variations just as 

would be done with the random fringes from the interferegrams. The 

histogram of the variations is shown in Fig. 4.5(b), and the resulting■ 

autocovariance function is shown in Fig. 4.5(c). The distribution 

(histogram) has a spread because of the fit of the square waves to a 

curve. The autocovariance is just as expected.

The Mach-Zehnder interferograms from different areas of several 

phase perturbation plates were examined. The computer calculated the 

histograms approximating the distribution of the optical path (and there

fore resulting wavefront) variations; the rms optical path variations; 

and the autocovariance function of the fluctuations.

Figure 4.6(a) shows one of the 9 sampled fringes selected from

the interferegram of the right side of phase perturbation plate 1.

Figures 4.6(b) and 4.6(c) show, respectively, the histogram of the opti

cal path variations and the autocovariance function (which is also the 

shape of the surface autocovariance function).

The figures on page 78 show the histograms and autocovariances

for the top and bottom portions of this same plate. The figures on
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Fig. 4.5. Sample Test for the Computer.

(a) One of four sampled fringes; sampling 
points shown.

(b) Resulting distribution function for all four,
(c) Resulting autocovariance function for 

all four.
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Fig. 4.6. Computer Calibration Results for Several Phase Pertur
bation Plates.

(a) One sampled fringe from right side of PPP-1. 
Sampling interval is approximately 0.5 mm.

(b) Histogram showing calculated optical path 
distribution for right side of PPP-1.

(c) Surface Autocovariance function from right side 
of PPP-1.
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Fig. 4.6. Continued. Computer Calibration Results for Several 
Phase Perturbation Plates.

(d) Histogram for top of PPP-1.
(e) Surface autocovariance function for top of PPP-1.
(f) Histogram for bottom of PPP-1.
(g) Surface autocovariance function for bottom of PPP-1
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Continued. Computer Calibration Results for Several 
Phase Perturbation Plates.

(h) Histogram for left side of PPP-1 (interference 
fringes running perpendicular to dip direction)

(i) Surface autocovariance function for left side 
of PPP-1 (interference fringes perpendicular
to dip direction).

(j) Histogram for left side of PPP-1 (interference 
fringes running parallel to dip direction).

(k) Surface autocovariance function for left side 
of PPP-1 (interference fringes parallel to 
dip direction).
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Fig. 4.6. Continued. Computer Calibration Results for Several 
Phase Perturbation Plates.

(1) Histogram for top of PPP-2.
(m) Surface autocovariance function for top of PPP-2.
(n) Histogram for bottom of PPP-3.
(o) Surface autocovariance function for bottom of PPP-3.
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Fig. 4.6. Continued. Computer Calibration Results for Several 
Phase Perturbation Plates.

(p) Histogram for top of PPP-4 (combination of top of 
PPP-2 and bottom of PPP-3).

(q) Surface autocovariance function for top of PPP-4. 
(r) Histogram for bottom of PPP-4.
(s) Surface autocovariance function for bottom of 

PPP-4.
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page 79 show the histograms and autocovariance functions for the left 

portion of the plate. In 4.6(h) and 4.6(i) the interference fringes ran 

perpendicular to the direction of the dipping, and in 4.6(j) and 4.6(k) 

they ran parallel. (For all other plates the fringes ran perpendicular 

for top and bottom portions; parallel for side portions.)

The histogram of Fig. 4.6(1) is of a single-dip, single-exposure 

phase perturbation plate, and as a result a binary-type random surface 

was expected. Two peaks are observed, as with Pig. 4.5(b).

Plates 2 and 3 were combined to make plate 4. The histogram of 

Fig. 4.6(p) describes the resulting variations where the top portion of 

plate 2 and the bottom portion of plate 3 were connected. It is seen 

that the sum of the wavefront variances of 4.6(1) and 4.6(n) equal the 

variance of 4.6(p). The resulting correlation length of the combined 

plate is seen to be about midway between the correlation lengths of the 

other two. This is useful to know because phase perturbation plates 

might be operated in tandem as described in Chapter 3.

The final histogram shows that difference sections of plate 4 

have different distribution and roughness. It was found that plate 2 

was very homogeneous, but plate 3 Was not.



CHAPTER 5

MEASUREMENTS WITH THE PHASE PERTURBATION PLATES

The phase perturbation plates are placed in a diffraction- 

limited optical system and the point image characteristics of selected 

sections are examined, Photographs of the total instantaneous point 

spread functions are taken, and measurements of the fraction of unscat

tered light are made. These measurements are then compared with the 

fraction of scattered light to be expected from the Gaussian theory 

results of Chapter 2.

Recording the Total Instantaneous Point Image

The system used in recording the point image characteristics 

of the phase perturbation plates is shown in Fig. 5.1. The recording 

was first made on Tri-X pan film, then printed. To permit an accurate 

comparison between recorded images, the exposure time during printing 

was varied for different prints to minimize as much as possible the 

effects of reflection and absorption for the different plates.

After the negatives are recorded and processed, their trans- 

mission is given by (Goodman, 1968)



aperature
film

laser
spatial
filter microscope1=1

phase [J
pertuitation
plate

Fig. 5.1. Arrangement for Recording the Total Instantaneous Point Image. 

For measurements, film is replaced by a detector.
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where

En = exposure given

Yn = -film gamma

Do — slope intercept with density axis

After processing the print,__its density will be

D = y log E - D' (5.2)* P  P  P
But

EP “ V S  •

where t is the print time. Therefore P
/t_ \

(5.4)%  a log E Yn

Since Yn s 0»5 in this case (Eastman Kodak, 1967) the print 

time was decreased in proportion to the square .root of the exposure 

given the negative for those prints requiring it. Although all nega

tives were taken with the same shutter time, the irradiance was dif

ferent for some because of the reasons already mentioned, necessitating 

the compensation.
The diffraction-limited Airy pattern for the system in Fig.

5.1 is shown in Fig. 5.2(a). The point images for the sections of the 

various plates are shown elsewhere in Fig. 5.2. Alongside each speckle 

pattern is the Mach-Zehnder interferogram for that section of the 

phase perturbation plate. The photos are arranged so that easy cor

relation with the histograms and autocovariance functions of Fig. 4.6 

can be made. ^



Fig. 5.2. Interferograms and Point Images for Several Phase 
Perturbation Plates.

(a) Airy Pattern: no phase perturbation plate present.
(b) Interferogram of right side of PPP 1.
(c) Point image due to imaging through right side 

of PPP 1.



Fig. 5.2. Continued. Interferograms and Point Images for 
Several Phase Perturbation Plates.

(d) Interferogram from top of PPP 1.
(e) Point Image due to top of PPP 1.
(f) Interferogram from bottom of PPP 1.
(g) Point image due to bottom of PPP 1.
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%

Fig. 5.2. Continued. Interferograms and Point Images for 
Several Phase Perturbation Plates.

(h) Interferogram from left side of PPP 1 (Fringes
run perpendicular to direction of dip)

(i) Interferogram from left side of PPP 1 (Fringes
run parallel to direction of dip)

(j) Point image due to left side of PPP 1.
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#

Fig. 5.2. Continued. Interferograms and Point Images for 
Several Phase Perturbation Plates.

(k) Interferogram for top of PPP 2.
(1) Point image due to top of PPP 2.
(m) Interferogram for bottom of PPP 3.
(n) Point image due to bottom of PPP 3.
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Fig. 5.2. Continued. Interferograms and Point Images for 
Several Phase Perturbation Plates.

(o) Interferogram of top of PPP 4 (combination of 
top of PPP 2 and bottom of PPP 3).

(p) Point image due to top of PPP 4.
(q) Interferogram of bottom of PPP 4.
(r) Point image due to bottom of PPP 4.



It was noticed often during the photographing that moving the 

phase perturbation plate only a fraction of the aperture diameter 

caused a very noticeable change in the intensity of the central spot.

As a result, several of the plates were suspected of not being homog

eneous over their surfaces. This suspicion was reinforced by the 

results of the next section.

Measuring the Fraction of Scattered Light

To compare the experimental performance of the plates with the 

theory of Chapter 2, they were put into the system of Fig. 5.1 and 

measurements were made of the fraction of unscattered light remaining 

on axis.

For the detector, an EG § G SGD 100A photodiode was used in a 

Standard photodiode/operational amplifier circuit. The output voltage 

was read on a Simpson 260 voltmeter. The linearity was checked in the 

4 to 0.1 volt range and found to be linear. A 0.020 in. (500 pm) pin

hole aperture was located about 1 cm in front of the detector face.

Before the phase perturbation plate was inserted into-the sys

tem of Pig. 5.1, the best focus position was found. This was located by- 

positioning the pinhole aperture on the center of the Airy pattern 

behind the eyepiece of the microscope, and adjusting both the pinhole 

and focus for the highest reading. The size of the Airy diameter was 

about 5 mm, or approximately 10 times the size of the pinhole aperture. 

The focus position for one wave of defocus was then found by adjusting 

the focus until a dark spot appeared in the center of the point image, 

and then finding the minimum reading.
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The phase perturbation plate was then inserted into, the system, 

and illuminated through the clear aperture portion. Readings were 

taken for several areas in the clear aperture. For each position the 

detector was adjusted to give a maximum reading.

The phase perturbation plate was then moved to illuminate the 

random surface structure, and readings were taken in the same way. ■ For 

> many of these measurements a second reading was taken with one wave of 

defocus. The net amount of unscattered light would be the difference 

between the two (Wagner, 1976).

In Chapter 2, Gaussian approximations were used to derive the

point image characteristics of an optical system, given the statistics

of the random wavefront in the exit pupil. An ensemble average was

made and the result predicted scattered light.on axis. This means that

a number of instantaneous point images would have scattered energy on

axis. If this is to be believed, then removing the unscattered energy

on axis would leave only the scattered energy on axis. This removal 
yras accomplished by defocusing the system by one wave. Thus if no

aberrations are present on axis, any energy found on axis with one

wave of defocus could be interpreted as coming from the scattered

light.

When this was performed it was observed that, occasionally, 

light was detected on axis with one wave of defocus. It was never more 

than a few percent of the reading at best focus, though. It was noticed 

that the image plane speckle pattern changed slightly during defocus,
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and the light distribution might have changed somewhat. Nevertheless, 

on those readings where light was detected during defocus, it was 

subtracted.

When a section of a phase perturbation plate was being examined, 

the plate was moved slightly between measurements so that an area 

slightly larger than the aperture diameter was eventually investigated. 

It was not uncommon during those recordings to find measurements of the 

unscattered portion of light to differ as much as 20% to 30% for a 

movement of the plate of only 1 cm.

Table 5.1 lists the results of the measurements made on several 

areas of different phase perturbation plates. The fraction of scat

tered light measured is (1-f ), where° v meas

£ = detector reading through clear aperture
meas " detector reading through perturbation

For plate 1, the value of fmeas was multiplied by 1.03 to compensate 

for the approximately 3% absorption of the photoresist. (This was the 

only plate without a coating of photoresist over the clear aperture 

portion.)

The calculated scattered fractions are computed from the com

puter determinations of cw/X , which are listed in the center column.

Several of the points in Table.5.1 are plotted in Fig. 5.3.

For some of these points the point images are also shown.
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Table 5.1. Results of All Calculations and Measurements.

Perturbation
Surface
Examined*

Scattered
Fraction
Measured
o w

Rms
Roughness
Calculated
a /X w

Scattered
Fraction
Calculated

Plate 1
0  T op - ~ . 0.216 ± 0.02 0.84

Right 0.89 0.211 ± 0.02 0.83
Bottom 0.89 0.199 ± 0.019 0.79
Left

<\7 perpendicular 0.84 0.199 ± 0.017 0.79
parallel 0.84 0.219 ± 0.018 0i 85

Plate 2
Top 0.48 0.112 ± 0.015 0.39
Right 0.45
Bottom 0.47 --
Left 0.53 -- “ -

Plate 3
Top 0.68
Right 0.76 - -

O  Bottom 0.45 0.121 ± 0.016 0.44
Left 0.62 ” - -

Plate 4 (2 § 3)
'

Top (of 3) 0.89 0.199 ± 0.018 0.79
Right 0.88 -- -

□  Bottom (of 3) 0.81 0.168 ± 0.018 0.67
Left 0.83 - - --

. .

^Geometric symbols correspond to points plotted in Fig. 5.3.
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RMS Wavefront Variation o, /X

Fig. 5.3. Fraction of Total Energy Scattered out of the Deterministic 
Point Image as a Function of the Rms Wavefront Variation for 
Several of the Phase Perturbation Plates.

Plotting symbols are keyed to data points in Table 5.1.
The curve is the same as in Fig. 2.2.



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY

One method for construction and calibrating a random phase 
element that can be used for the simulation of a partially compensated 
atmospheric turbulence has been presented. Some brief conclusions 
based on the findings of the last few chapters are presented here. 
Possible improvements and suggestions for further work in this area are 
also given.

Conclusions
One major problem with several of the phase perturbation plates 

produced thus far is their apparent failure to have a homogeneous sur
face structure over the entire area of the plate. It is. desirable to 
construct a phase perturbation plate with approximately the same sta, 
tistics everywhere. As discussed earlier, this can perhaps be best 
accomplished by either combining two plates of opposite perturbation 
gradients or by finding a different liquid for the second dipping 
operation.

Another limitation of this construction method is the range of 
surface correlation length attainable in a fabricated random surface.
As one uses masks with smaller speckle sizes, it is expected that the 
peak-to-peak surface modulation will drop off. As one tries to make 
plates with larger correlation lengths, a much more binary surface

96
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pattern will result. Therefore this construction method is probably 
limited to a range of surface correlation lengths of about 0.5 mm to 
2.5 mm.

Float glass is a fine substrate for initial experiments, but 
the ideal phase perturbation plate should not exhibit as much beam 
wander as these did. (Movements of one Airy diameter or more 
occasionally occurred for some of the plates with two pieces of glass.)

The calibration method would have been more precise, and 
probably more accurate, if it had not been necessary to compensate in 
the computer program for the residual astigmatism of the interferome
ter. Perhaps with a different type of computer program, and with 
plates of greater homogeneity, the inaccuracy in determining o^/A could 
be further reduced.

It is disappointing that the experimental results are not in 
better agreement with the theory of Chapter 2. It must be remembered, 
however, that the theory is based on Gaussian statistics and ensemble 
averaging takes place. Based on the appearance of the histograms of 
Fig. 4.6, the surface statistics of the phase perturbation plates do 
not appear Gaussian. In addition, because of the apparent inhomogene
ity of the plates, it was not possible to obtain a good average of many 
measurements over several aperture areas on the plate.

Suggestions for Further Work
Up to this point a great deal has been said abOut the static 

considerations of the constructed plates and little about the dynamic 
aspects. These dynamic considerations are important, because it is
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through the rotation of the plates in the system of Fig. 6.1 that a 
collection of uncorrelated point images are obtained.

It is expected that the smooth rotating of these plates could 
be accomplished with a motor equipped with a small cylinder on the end 
of its shaft. The cylinder would be put in contact with the outer edge 
of the phase perturbation plate, and friction between the two would 
cause rotation, once the motor was turned on.

As already mentioned, two plates could be used in tandem, over
lapping by an aperture diameter, and rotating at different speeds.
This would provide a greater number of uncorrelated random wavefront 
apertures to the system than a single plate could.

Further work that could be done on the computer would be to 
include a routine to make a Gaussian fit to the histograms. The 
degree of fit could be compared to the amount of disagreement of the 
measurements with Gaussian theory. This would help determine if the 
disagreements were due to the non-Gaussian characteristics of the 
distribution function describing the surface.

This design of a device to simulate partially compensated 
atmospheric turbulence could be improved by somehow making the amount 
of presented perturbation change with the field of the test system. It 
is possible that an active device will not be able to compensate the
same amount for all points in the field, and this should be exhibited
in any simulation system.

A design to accommodate this might take the form of two plates. 
One plate would have stationary statistics, and the other, a larger
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Fig. 6.1. Possible Device for Producing Greater Perturbations for 
Off-axis Beams.

one, could have perturbations that increased radially outward. The 
plates would be separated by some distance. This design would have the 
additional advantage of producing amplitude variations in the exit 
pupil of the test system, thus providing even greater simulation.

Going one step further, combinations of plates with different 
statistics might be combined to produce a particular wavefront. This 
would require a unique sort of optical design: designing into a system
a particular type of wavefront perturbation with several random phase 
elements.



APPENDIX A

DETERMINING THE SURFACE STATISTICS OF WEAK DIFFUSERS,
PHASE PERTURBATION PLATES, SCATTERPDATES, AND GROUND GLASS

In Chapter 1 a mapping of &SA  vs o^/X for various types of 
random phase elements was presented. The locations of these elements 
will now be justified.

Weak Diffusers
Weak diffusers (Lahart, 1975) are diffusers that are used to 

reduce noise in a coherent optical system^ They differ from strong 
diffusers in that they scatter Slightly less light, and scatter it 
over smaller angles, Since most of the scattered light is kept in the 
optical system, speckle is minimized in the image plane. The fraction 
of light scattered is determined by the value of (n-1) ct̂ /X (see Fig.
A.1). The angle of scatter is controlled by the spatial frequency 
cutoff of the surface scatterers for a given e "/"X.

If 80% to 90% of the light is to be scattered, then 0.36 
<Og/X<0.54 for n = 1.56.

The high spatial frequency sharp cutoff 5gc of the surface 
variations is chosen to match the cutoff frequency of the system in 
which the diffuser is used. For systems operating between F/4 and 
F/20, E (=? for coherent light) is 1/8X and 1/40X, respectively.S v  4 Arff

100
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Negative
Exponential

0 os(n-l)/A = aw/A
.1 . 2 .3

Fig. A.I. Fraction of Scattered Light as a Function of Standard 
Deviation of Optical Path Variations for Gaussian and 
Negative Exponential Surface Distributions.

Since &s = 1/Ssc > one has 8A 3 % 40A . These then are the limits
for the mapping.

The values of the residual wavefront error or/A and the residual
wavefront correlation length are first determined for a particular 
type of compensator inadequacy. The values of the surface variation 
os/A and the surface correlation length 2^ for the phase perturbation 
plate are then determined by

Phase Perturbation Plates

(n-1) o s / X '  = or/A (A. 1)

s (A. 2)
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where

n = index of surface perturbations
0^ = pupil diameter of system in which the phase

perturbation plate will be used
Da = pupil diameter of adaptive optics system

being simulated

In Chapter 2 the compensator inadequancy of "finite element 
size" is considered. It was determined that one might expect. 0.085 
<ar/X < 0.17 and $ - 64 mm for the stated conditions.

Using Eq. (A.1) and n = 1.56 one obtains 0.15 < osA  < 0.3 
for the range of standard deviation for the surface roughness. Using 
(A.2) and D^/D^ = 0.025, one gets 1 mm < < 2 mm, or for X = 0.6 urn,
1600 < Z s / X  < 3200.

Scatterplates
Scatterplates are the key element in scatterplate interferomet

ers, They are random phase elements that have inversion symmetry 
around some point. Scatterplates are required to scatter a specified 
fraction of the incident irradianee into a specified solid angle. The 
fraction of energy to be scattered is chosen to be that amount that 
gives the "best" fringe appearance. The scattering angle is chosen 
to match the F number of the test system.

Scatterplates are made in photoresist or bleached photographic . 
emulsion. The chosen photosensitive material is presented to a random 
intensity pattern. Two exposures are made, with the recording medium 
rotated exactly 180 degrees about an axis perpendicular to the plate 
between exposures. The resulting scattering properties of the recording
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medium after processing will depend not only on the Wiener spectrum 
and probability distribution of the irradiance, but also on the linear
ity and frequency response of the medium for the method of processing 
used.

Figure A.l shows the fraction of incident light scattered vs 
the rms optical path variations for a scatterplate (or any random 
phase element) with Gaussian and negative exponential surface probabil
ity distributions. It will be assumed here that the irradiance of the 
recording medium and processing parameters are controlled such as to 
yield a Gaussian surface distribution. It will further be assumed 
that both the surface autocorrelation function and Wiener spectrum of 
the illuminated scatterplate can be approximated by'Gaussian functions.

Scatterplates commonly scatter 25% to 45% of the incident 
light. From Fig. A.l it can be seen that this requirement immediately 
selects the necessary surface variance. The other parameter necessary 
to characterize the scatterplate is the average size of the scattering 
element on the surface. This quantity, once the variance has been 
chosen, will determine the scattering cone of light leaving the scat
terplate.

The angular spread of radiation from the scatterplate surface
is described by the frequency spectrum of the radiation just after
passing through the plate. This spectrum is the Fourier transform of
the autocorrelation function of the plate transmission function T(x),
with " 0

j (n-1) A(X) j<j,(X)
T (X) = e = e (A.3)
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where
A(X) = surface fluctuations

n = index of the surface fluctuations.
The autocorrelation function is

^ ( t) =
jg(X+T) -jg(X) ^ 
e e dX . (A.4)

Since 3(X) is assumed to be a Gaussian random process, ̂ (r) can be
rewritten as (Kurtz, 1972)

* - - p (t)]
arc?) = e 6L (a .s)

This can be further rewritten as (Wagner, 1976)

& ( t )  = f + (1-f) Q(f) (A.6)

where
Q(t) = U  8 P( ] - l J / [ e  p - l  (A.7)

In the above equations, f is the fraction of unscattered 
light, 1-f is the fraction of scattered light, and Q(t) is the Fourier 
transform of the frequency spectrum of the scattered portion of light. 
Since it has been assumed that the frequency spectrum may be approxi
mated by a Gaussian function, Q(t) may also be approximated by one 
since the Fourier transform of a Gaussian function is a Gaussian 
function. Therefore

Q(t) = e \V2/ (A.8)

where it is noted that Q(t) = e~2 s  .13 for |t| = I- .
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The frequency spectrum W(^) is now obtained by Fourier trans

forming Q(t) .

■ If -j2u t -E
W(E) = Q(t) e (A.9)

- ( ¥ ) (A.10)

The approximate cutoff frequency for this function is where 
it drops to - 1/10 of its maximum value. This occurs at

1̂ 1 = T" = iLl (A. 11)T c
This frequency | corresponds to radiation leaving the scat- 

terplate at an angle <f> (Goodman, 1968, p. 49)

* = cos-1 (x|Ec |) , (A.12)

where <f) is measured from the plate itself. The half angle of the 
radiation 8, as measured from the axis, is therefore

6 = sin-1 (X|tc |) . (A.13)

This angle can be related to the F-number of the light cone by

P/n° ■ ■ 2 >!tcl)] • (,',4)

It now remains only to relate |̂ c| to the average scatterer size 
on the surface, £,s. .

is the approximate correlation length of the surface auto
correlation function p(r) (which is also considered to be Gaussian).
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&g is related to &T (and therefore |tch through Eqs. (A.7) and (A.8) . 

The specific functional relationship y(as) is found by letting Q(t) 

in Eq. (A. 7) equal 1/e at the value of x" where the approximation for 

Q(^) in Eq. (A.8) also equals 1/e. ?

One therefore has

J|'cl CA-15)

Equations (A. 14) and (A. 15) are combined and the result is 

graphed in Fig. A.2 for various values of rms. surface variation (where 

an index of 1.56 for the surface has been assumed). By using this 

graph a range of scatterplates were chosen for Fig. 1.1. The range 

included plates that scatter 25% to 45% of the incident radiation into 

scattering cones of F/2 to F/8.

Ground Glass

The value of 0s/A for ground glass is taken as approximately 
1/3 to 1/4 the size of the particles used to produce it (Meinel, 1972). 

The value of &s/A is taken to be on the order of the grit size itself. 

By using these estimators and assuming the glass is ground with a 

grit of 3 ym or coarser, the area on the map was chosen.
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APPENDIX B

DETERMINATION OF EXPECTED ERROR IN AUTOCOVARIANCE 
ESTIMATE AND VARIANCE CALCULATIONS

The autocovariance estimate is given by

 ̂ M-m
e' (Tm) = MTT £ V W  (B.l)n=0

Any error 6p^ in measuring p' at a point will be due to 

errors in determining the values of the Y. Therefore,

M-m
6pm = M7T Z (rn^n+m + (B'2)n=0

Now it might be that some of the y and 6y will cancel because 

of minus signs. Therefore an approximation of the uncertainty in 

knowing p'(xm) is given by

CTyfJg (yn5yn.m + yn+mSyn) (B'3)

1 i y2 <Sy2 y2 6y2 y y 6y <Sy1 ,/v n 7n+m . v n+m 7n . n m+n 7n ^n+m ^
1/A -Mil + A  M-Y" ■ + A  nH ------ • CB.4)

Consider the first two summations under the radical. If one 

assumes that all 6y^ are nearly the same, then one can write

<5yn+m “ Sy2 = 6y2 and the terms can be brought out from inside the(*'>a2 <-uhvi u n c  -L n u  v a n  u  v  u J. u v a  u J. J. v/111 a. n o  x

summation sign. The resulting summations are just p ’(0)= ow2/X2, where

the y^ are measured in waves.
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In the third summation, the y and y , as well as the 6y andn 'n+m J n
6y , , will be uncorrelated for those values of m that make t  >  £  ,n+m m p
the correlation length of p. If r is the correlation coefficient 

(0 < |r| < 1) of p, then one should be able to write the third

summation as

<5y22r2 £ y^/M-1, (B. 5)

where one r has come from the y y term, and the other from the'n n+m

% % + m  term"
One therefore has

sp^ = |/aw 2/x2 + aw 2/x2 + 2r2aw 2/x2 (B.6)

= */2(l+r2)aw/A - 6y  ̂ ^

The average autocovariance estimate has been given as

i LP'W ~ "l I P!(Tm), (B.8)
i=l

where L is the number of fringes examined. Therefore, for the 

uncertainty in knowing P ' one expects
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If it is assumed that all S , are the same (which will not be

pm
necessarily true because different fringes will have different N), then

=  ̂'V (B.10)
The wavefront variance is given by

°w2/x2 = iTT V" 5 V’ (B-n)n=0

where the y, as always, are measured in waves.

The error in calculating the variance is just

5V = FTT t 2Wn=0

The uncertainty in knowing the variance is determined as it was 

for the autocovariance function:

Svar = NTT J^ V n=0

/nTT
]jsy2 I y2/N-l (B.14)

2»Syo /\
----- —  . (B.15)

/Fm



APPENDIX C

COMPUTER PROGRAM

In this appendix the computer program used to compute the 

histogram, autocovariance, functions, and variances of the phase per

turbation plates is listed.

L:

XSCALE:

YSCALE:

NDEX:

NN:

M:

Input

The number of fringes in the interferogram 
used in the data.

The distance corresponding to 1 mm in the

The distance corresponding to one wave of 
wavefront deviation in the interferogram.

The number of sections into which the 
resulting histogram is to be divided.

The number of data points desired for 
plotting the autocovariance function.

The number of 
fringe.

sample points for a given

XDATA, YDATA: These are the coordinate pairs describing 
the variations of a fringe as obtained 
directly from the comparator.

Output

An autocovariance function and the values m, b, and e for the 

best fit equation are printed for each fringe. An average autocovari

ance function is then computed, and the values printed.

Ill
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A histogram approximating the distribution function of the 

variations is calculated and plotted. A plot is made of the fringe 

variations, showing fluctuations around the best fit curve. The input 

values of XDATA and YDATA are printed.

Finally, the mus value, the step width of the histogram, and 

the maximum and minimum values of the variations about the best fit 

line are printed at the end.
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PROGRAM PHASE? (INPUT,OUTPUT)
DIMENSION XDATA(900), V D A T A (900), X8EW(900), YNEW(900), F (900),1 C O WFTN(200), PLQT(60), AVGG0V(50)
1 = 1READ 96, L» XSCAUE, YSCALE READ 97, NOEX READ 98, NNL IS NUMBER OF FRINGES EXAMINEDXSCALE IS LENGTH OF IMAGE OF ONE MILLIMETER ON INTERFEROGRAM 
YSCALE IS CRACTION OF WAVE DEVIATION NOEX IS DESIRED NUMBER OF STEPS IN HISTOGRAM NN IS NUMBER OF DESIRED PLOTTING POINTS FOR AUTOCOVARIANCE96 FORMAT (12» F7=0,F7<,0)97 FORMAT (12)98 FORMAT (12)S * OoDO 101 NalaL READ 99, M 09 FORMAT (12)

C M IS NUMBER OF DATA POINTS FOR f r i n g e  LPRINT 102, N, M102 FORMAT (1HI, A6X, 17H***FR1NGE NUMBER , I2j>lX,5HWITH > 12,IX, 14H0ATA P 
10INTS***,//)PRINT 103103 FORMAT (44X,45H8EST FIT CURVE Y = C0EF*X**2-t>SL0PE*X + INTERCEP)
N = M*I“1
READ 100, (XOATA(J), YOATA(J), U=I,M>100 FORMAT (3X,F7o0,F7oO,4X,F7oO,:F7oO,4X,F7o0,F7oO,4X,F7e0,F7o0)SUMX1 ® 0©SUMX2 o Oo SUMX3 = 0 o SUMX4 a Oo SUMYl = Oo 
SUMY1X2 = OoSUMY1X1 a OoDO 17 JaI,M
SUMX1 = SUMXI * XDATA(J)SUMX2 « SUMX2 XOATA(J)*<=2 SUMX3 o SUNK3. ♦ XDATA(J)**3 SUMX4 = SUMX4 + XDATA(J)**4 SUMYl = SUMYl * YDATA(J)SUMYIX2 = SUMY1X2 * YDATA(J)*XDATA(J )*XDATA(J )SUMY1X1 = SUMYlXI * Y0A7A(J)*XDATA(J)17 CONTINUE QsM*I"i1lDEN o 9*SUMX2*SUMX4-(SUMX2)**3-SUMX1*SUHX1*SUNX4 1 +2o*SUMXl*S0MX2*SUMX3-QaSUMX3*SUHX3 TERCEP a (SWMX2*SUMY1*SUMX4-SUMX2*SUMX2*SUMY1X2-SUMY1X1*SUMX1*1 SUMX4+SUMX2*SUMX3*SUMY1X1+SUMY1X2*SUMX1*SUMX3-SUMY1*SUMX3*SUMX3

2 )/OENSLOPE = (0*S1JMX4*SURY1X1-SUMY1XI*SUMX?»SUMX?-SUNX1*SUMY1*SUMX4+1 SUhXl*SUMX2*SUMYlX2+SUMX2*SUMX3*SUMYl-Q*SUMX3*SUMYlX2)/DEN 
CCEF = (0*SUMX2*SUMY1X2^SUMY1*SUMX2*SUMX2-SUMY1X2*SUMX1*SUMX1+
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1 SUMY1*SUMX1*SUMX3+SUMX1*SUMX2*SUMY1X1-0*SUMX3*SUMY1X1)/0EN PRINT 104, COFF, SLOPE, TFRCEP
104 FORMAT ( / / / , 36X, 5HC0EF = , F12„ 6j. 2X, 6HSL OPE=, F12e 6, 2X, 9HINTERCER=,1 F12o6)DO 3 J«I,M

Y = COEF^XOATA(J)#XDATA(J ) •frSLQPE^XOATA(J)+TERGEP YPRIM =' YDATAtJ)
Y N F W U )  = (Y-YPRIM)ZYSCALE XNEW(J) = XDATA{J )/XSCALE S s S * YNEWCJ)**20 3 CONTINUE
DX = A B S ( X N E W ( i m - X N E W ( m  C CALCULATION OF AUTOCOVARIANCE PRINT 701

701 FORMAT (/,50X,23HAUTOC0VARIANCE FUNCTION,/15H SEPARATION(M M )#5X, 1 6MVALUES,/)00 89 IK = NN89 AVGCOV(IK) * 0*
DO 90 11=1,NN COVFTNtll) = Oo- MPRIM = M-II+1 
OELX = OoDO 80 K=Io MPRIM 80 COVFTNt I I ) = COVFTN t IIT -i-YNEW ( K ) t-YNEM( K - H I - D  D = MPRIM-ICOVFTNt II) => COVFTNtll) /DAVGCOVt II) = AVGCOV(II) •$- COVFTNtll)
Z = IT-1C DELX IS ARGUMENT OF AUTOCOVARIANCEOELX = DELX + OX*Z PRINT 702, DELX, COVFTNtll)702 FORMAT (IX, F7.3,10X,F7.5,//) '90 CONTINUE 
I=.«+l.101 CONTINUE C COMPUTE AVERAGE AUTOCOVARIANCEPRINT 703703 FORMAT (1H1, 4CX,31HAVERAGE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION,/1 IX, 15HSEPARATIQN(MM), 5X, 6HVALUES,/)
EL = LDO 105 II = 1,NN AVGCOVtIT) = AVGCOVtII)/EL 
A = II - 1 DELX = A*OX105 PRINT 704, DELX, AVGCOVtII)704 FORMAT (1X,F7,3,10X,F7o5,//)C CALCULATION OF DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
PRINT 601601 FORMAT t IHl,5X, ITHHISTOGRAM Fit S T E P ) ,10X,4HSTEP )
YMAX = YNEW(I)YKIN * YNEWtI)DO 35 I = 1,MIF (YHAX,GE,YNEW(I)) GO TO 30
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' YMAX = YNFMCI)

SO TO 3530 IF ( Y M I N o L E o Y N F y c m  60 TO 35 YHIN = YNEW(I)
35 CONTINUEW = (YMAX^YMIN>/NOEX DC 40 I = Ip NDEX 

C W IS WIDTH OF HISTOGRAM STEP40 F(I) ° OoDO 60 I = lj>H 
DO 50 K a l»NDEX L m K-NOEX/2IF ( Y N S W d  ) »SToL*W) GO TO 50 F(K) # F(K) ♦!.C F IS HEIGHT OF A HISTOGRAM STEPGO TO 60 50 CONTINUE

60 CONTINUEC FINDING FMAX FOR HISTOGRAM NORMALIZATION
FHAX = F(NN)DO 36 NN = 1»NDEX 
IF (FMAXoGSoF(NN)) GO TO 36 FMAX = F(NN)36 CONTINUE 
J = 1DY = 60,/FMAX 0.0 61 Jn li)NDEX 
L = J-NDEX/2 DO 9 K = 1,60 

9 PLOT (k) o 1H PLOT (1) => 1HI 
JJ = F(J)*OYIF((JJoLEo60)oANDo(JJoGEoD) PLOT(JJ) = 1H*PRINT 602, F(J), L$ PLOT602 FORMAT (IIX,F4o0, 14X,I2,2X,60A1)PRINT 604$ PLOT604 FORMAT (33X# 60A1)PRINT 605, PLOT605 FORMAT (33X$ 60A L ) .61 CONTINUE
PRINT 70 ,70 FORMAT (l.Hl$lXi» 5H DATA,5X$ 5HXDATA$8 X$SHYDATAp8 X$23HY VALUES WITH Z 1ER0 MEAN $/$ 7H P 0 1N T S $ 3 7 X $ 6 HIN W AV E S $/)DY = 20o/(YMAX^YMIN)00 4 KK = i$M DO 5 K = I$60 

5 PLOT(K) o 1H PLO T (30) = 1HI J = YNEW(KK)*DY*30o5IF ((JoLEo69)oANOo{JoGEol)) PLOT(J)oiH*PRINT 78$ KK$ XDATA(KK)$ YDATA(KK), YNEWtKK), PLOT 
78 FORMAT (1H $ 13$ 5X$ F7,0$ 5X# F7«0$ 1VX$ F10.5$2X$65A1)4 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATION OF VARIANCERMS ■= (S/(M‘-l))**o5 PRINT 603$ YMAX$YMIN$RMS$W603 FORMAT (//$5X$6HYMAX= $ F5o3$2X$5HWAVES$/$5X$SHYMINs $ F5o3$2X$5HWAV 
1ES$/$5X$5HRMS° $F663$2X$5HWAV£S$/$5X$13HST5P WIDTH »' $F6o3$5HWAVES 2>
END
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